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Continued from Page A 1
after the state permit was granted
in 2010. ·
The company is waiting for
clearance from President Barack
.. ,);lp'lffia's aclJ;!jpis,tratjop f?1: the

'mbor
r¢dhm
fa p1~rff t,he.9m~~~-q.s.
er,
TransCanada wants to ship tarsands oil from Alberta, Canada,
through Montana and South
Dakota to Nebraska where the
pipeline would connect wi.th the
exisong distribution network.
The commission also listened to
the sides argue for some 90 minutes Thursday about the protective
order that had been granted earli-
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At this point, we can't even
show documents to our clients
. for comment,". Robin Maranez, a
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Action, said.
The order allows TransCanada
to keep infonnation out of the
public domain but be available to
lawyers and cons.ultants working
on the case.
The interveners opposing the
pjpeline's C()!JS[JL\ctlon wanted the
commission to sc,r!l,p the protective
order. Instead, the commission
allowed the sides to work out modifications to it.
Nelson said the commission
didn~l have sufficient control over
lay interveners who mi~t violate
the confidentiality requirements.
The state Supreme Court can
discipline lawyers who don't abide
byil.
Bill Taylor, a Sioux Falls lawyer
representing TransCanada, said
the Company has been allowing
consultants to'review the documents if they sign the confidential-

Taylor said the·company had
offered to discuss such requests
with any intervener. Aside from
Standing Hock Sioux Tribe and
Yankton Sioux Tribe, he said, no
one had called.
Son;1e of the information is kept
secret to protect'bt11ial and artifact·
sites along the proposed route
across western and south-central
South Dakota.
Further, Taylor said, the company has invested millions of dollars
m1d years of time into gathering
information that shouldn't be free
in the public domain.
"The Company trecits them as
trade secrets," Taylor said.
Commissioner Gary Hanson
said giving access to the prose
inlervenerH - those representing
themselves without attomeycould harm the company. ·
"It would be highly Irregular
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ror tn1s comm1ss1on to eta that,··
Hanson said.
The commission's original
sched.~tle provided for a four-day
hearing. Now it is possibly seven
days.
Commissioner Kristie Fiegen
proposed the July 27-31 dates"·
PUC lawyer !Msten Edwards
said !'.he sta!l:s main.consullanL1ic'
wouldn't avOilable that week.
Nelson and Hanson added the
two days in Augilst to allow time
for the PUC's main consultant to
testily.
"I think that will allow for testi- 1
many of all the experts that need
to be," Nelson said. "Perhaps
having two extra days wouldn't be
harmful."
· ·
Fiegen voted against

t\1•0

August

clays. The final schedule, including
various deadlines for motions, witness lists and evidence, then was
adopted. 3-0.
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TransCanada: New C02 rules should aid Keystone Xl's OK
CALGARY, Alberta (Reuters) TransCanada Cp):JJ. said on Tuesday
that tightening cllinate-change rules
from the governments of Canada and
the province of Alberta help justify
the construction of the controversial
Keystone XL pipeline project.
The company, Canada's No. 2 pipeline operator, released a letter sent to
U.S. Secretary of State John Keny and

other department officials saying that
increased carbon levies for Alberta oil
sands producers and new Canadian
targets for greenhouseMgas emission cuts
should serve to help assuage U.S. concerns that approving the $6.4! billion
project would increase clinmte change.
TransCanada has waited more than
six vears for the Obama 'adminiStralion
to make a decision on whether it would

allow the embattled project to proceed,
frustrating Canadian oil producers and
governments eager to see the country's
oil reach the high-paying refinery hub
on Texas' gulf coast. Hovvever: Oba.ina
has said he will only pennit the project, bitterly opposed by environmental
groups in both the U.S. and Canada,
when he is certain it will not significant-

ly exacerbate climate change.
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Study reveals a eystone XL conundrum
By CHRIS MOONEY
The Washington Post

Our mental snapshot of the
politics of the Keystone XL pipe·
line is pretty straigh!forward
- Republicans and most independents want it built; so do some
Democrats 1 but most Democrats
and the environmental left are
opposed.
A new study in the journal
Energy Policy, though, suggests
that this assumption about pipeline politics mainly holds on the
national level - but not so much
locally. Rather, the research finds,
as you get closer to the proposed
pipeline route, liberals and conservatives living in those areas look
less different 1n their v:ie\vs - and

liberals as a whole are more in
favor of the pipeline than liberals
farther.off.
The result suggests that
anti-pipeline advocates may be

losing the framing war to those
who endlessly cite the pipeline's
supposed economic benefits.
The research, conducted by
Timothy Gravelle of the University
of Essex and Erick Lachapelle of
the University of Montreal, drew
upon data from three large Pew
Research Center polls of public
views of Keystone XL, conducted
in 2013 and 2014. The Pew data
allowed the researchers to "geocode" eacl1 survey respondent
according to his or her Zip code.
Then, for each respondent, the
mini.J.num distance fro1n his or
her home to the proposed pipeline
route was calculated.
You' might think that people
living in close proximity would
be more worried about the pipeline, given both the continual
focus on possible environmental
consequences and the so-called
NIMBY ("Not in My Back Yard")

phenomenon. But the study found
that locally, the issue was less
partisan and that there Vi'as more
Democratic or liberal support, in
comparison with how those on the
left feel about Keystone XL on a
national level.
"Proximity to the pipeline leads
to a greater likelihood of favoring
the pipeline," the study reports.
The result amounts to an "inverse
NIMBY effect," the authors continue.

One possible reason, the
researchers suggest) is that on the
local level, the pipeline received
much more media coverage, w1th
more of a focus on costs and benefits aUke for local communities.
As a result, goes the thinking,
people living near the proposed
route were probably more highly
exposed to a kind of cost-benefit
trade-off - one that pits potential
local jobs from building the pipe-

line (granted, the actual number
that would be created has sometimes been overblom1) against
ecological consequences.
'This, in tum, would have caused
people to engage in more of an
"on the one hand, on the other
hand" way of thinking about the
matter. "The promise of!ocaljobs
and other economic benefits v. ork
against environmental considerations of!ocal spills and global
risks related to climate change,"
they write.
This dynamic mostly mattered
for liberals, not conservatives, the
study found. In general, conse1vatives didn't waver much in their
views of Keystone XL according
to their proximity to the proposed
pipeline route. It was only liberals
whose \1ews varied - such that
"among Ame1ican liberals the
likelihood of favoring the pipeline
decreases as distance to the pipe1

lli1e increases," the study reports.

"As a result, there is no ideological divide as it relates to the
Keystone XL near the proposed
route; it is only at a substantial
distance from the pipeline that differences between liberals and conservatives emerge 1" the authors
continue.
None of which is to say that
some people living along the
pipeline's proposed route aren't
opposed - !hey are. And some are
even Republicans or conservatives,
raising property rights concerns
in the face of the need to build
across land that they own.
It's just that, in the words of
study co-autl1or Lachapelle, "We
wouldn't expect to find opposition
to be concentrated locally. That's
not to say you won't find local
opposition and local protests, but
the local here is not the centre of
gra,1ty for opposition."
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Approve the Keystone XL pipeline
SUPPORT
Se1r1. John Thune, R-S.D.

Rep. Anna Eshoo, D-CaDOf.

!?]"Thune is chairman of the Senate
Republican Conference.

il2l Eshoo is a senior member of the

House Energy and Commerce
Committee.

With nearly 9 million Americans out of work
Last November, for the ninth time, House
and millions more working part time because they Republicans force-fed Congress the idea that the
can't find full-time employment, creating jobs
Keystone XL pipeline will yield tens of thousands
should be a priority for both Congress and the
of jobs, secure a stable domestic oil supply, lower
the price at tl1e pump and prove an economic
administration. The Keystone XL pipeline would
boon. For the ninth time,
support more than 42,000 jobs,
ranging from construction jobs
I voted against the bill. Why?
Supporters of the proposed Keystone XL
for welders and pipefitters to
Because the details in the
pipeline argue that it would create jobs
support jobs at hotels and gas
fine print say otherwise.
stations - aJI without spending and generate revenue for state and local
Simply put, the economic
governments. Opponents say these claims benefits of the proposed
a dime of taxpayer money.
are exaggerated and that the project runs
The pipeline would also
pipeline are minimal and the
afoul of U.S. environmental Jarll!S.
bring biIIions in revenue to
risks high.
Supporters tout a State
state and local governments.
In South Dakota alone, the pipeline would bring in
Department projection made in consultation with
$20 million per year in property taxes. That's a lot
TransCanada, the company behind the pipeline,
of funding for local priorities such as schools, law
revealing that up to 42,IOO direct and indirect
enforcement, and roads and hridges.
temporary jobs would be supported during
In addition to transporting Canadian oil, the
construction. Less known is that after construction
pipeline would carry oil from the Bakken oil fields
is completed - in less than two years - the
in North Dakota to refineries along the Gulf Coast.
Keystone XL pipeline is expected to support only
This would help alleviate the rail overcrowding
35 permanent jobs.
that is preventing farmers in the Midwest from
Supporters also argue that the project guarantees
the United States will be an end consumer of the
getting their goods to market.
Opponents of the pipeline attempt to justify their tar sands oiL In fact, there's no guarantee we
opposition by claiming environn1ental concerns,
would see one drop; TransCanada's president of
but five separate environ mental reviews by the
energy and oil pipelines acknowledged this under
questioning at an Energy and Commerce hearing
State Department have found that the pipeline will
have no meaningful impact on the environment. In in 2011. Because tar sands oil is expensive to
fact, transporting oil via pipeline is better for the
produce, oil companies need an export route to the
environment than via highway or rail. Canada will more lucrative international marl<.et.
Furthermore, the United States would assume
extract its oil regardless; the only question is
whether we want it to come here via the pipeline,
100 percent of the risk of a catastrophic spill. The
along with the thousands of jobs it will create, or
bill I opposed created a special exemption for the
whether we want Canada to ship it overseas via
Keystone XL pipeline, essentially trampling on our
environmental laws.
less environmentally friendly methods. Importing
America needs reliable energy resources and job
oil from Canada would also lessen our reliance on
growth, but a proposal like this hardly scratches
oil from less friendly countries.
the surface while putting our environment and
The Keystone XL pipeline is a win-win for
health at serious risk.
Americans. It's time to get it approved.
CONTACT YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS
The Honorable (name), U.S. Senate, Washington, DC 20510 ·Phone: (202) 224-3121
The Honorable (name), U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, DC 20515 ~Phone: (202) 225-3121
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Congress passes Keystone XL pipeline bill
On~y

one Republican voted against the bill, setting up veto from president

By DINA CAPPlEllO
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON~ The
Republican-controlled
Congress cleared a bill
Wednesday to construct the
[(eystone XL oil pipeline, setLing up a confrontation vvith
!'resident Barack Obama, who
has threatened to veto the

"A bipartisan majority in both the House and
Senate have spoken. The time to approve the
job-creating Keystone XL pipeline is now. "
So11ih Dakota Sen. John Tlmne

THUNE

rneasure.
The House passed the bill
·ma 270-152 vote, endorsing
changes made by the Senate
:hat stated C~lll_ate~))_ange

was real and not a hoax, and
oil sands should no longer be
exempt from a tax used to
cleanup oil spills.

KEYSTONE

Continued from Page A 1

Fred Upton, R-Mich., chau·man of
the House Energy and Comn1erce
Con1mittee.
Sen. John Hoeven or North
Dakota, the chief Republican sponsor of Lhe bill, said in a statement
"V11e vviU continue Lo press for
approval by attaching an approval
n1easure to another bill, perhaps an
energy bill or n1ust-pass approp1iatlons legislation."
Oba1na "needs to i-Vork \-vith
Congress in a bipartisan way ancl
approve the I(ey8tone XL pipeline
prqjecl for the A1nerican people," he
said.
For Republicans, lhe bill's passage
capped weeks of debate on a top
p1imity after they took control of
Congress last inonth. Hours before
the vote, they prodded Democrats
vvho did not take thelr side. House
Republicans, who have debated and
passed numerous measures on the
pipeline only to have them dead encl
in the Senate, clain1ed victory.
Rep. Cynthia Lummis, R-Wyo.,
said she V1ras a having a "holy CO\v"
n101nent.

"111is kind of support ... Tt doesn 'l
get any bel.ter than this," she said.
Democrats, ineanV\rhiJe, called

Only one Republican,
Michigan Rep. Justin Amash,
voted against the measure,
while 29 Democrats backed

the effort a waste or li1ne but said
the provisions on global \.\1am1ing
and oils spills n1arked progress fOr
Reµul::ilicans on those issues.
Rep. Alcee Hastings, D-F1a., said
the bill was another example of
Republicans prio1itizing Jcgi.slat.ion lo
de1nonsf.ra1e 8 niessagc, regardless
of its chancer:.; oJ'becorning fan'\'. The
vote Wednesd;iy rnarked the J 1th
atte1npt by Republicans to advai1ce
t.he pipeline.
"The last fE:vv years have been like
a hCJ rnster on a vvheel --- spinning
and :->pinning and not geU ing any\•vhere," said T-laslings, vd10 at one

poinf held up a toy jhal. looked like
the rodcnf.
Jl'jrst proposed in 2008, the pipe··
line has coinc to syn1bo!izc the
dlffere:::nccs between the parties on
energy and environn1ental rnau.ers.
H.epublicans and lhe oil industry
have argued the $8 billion inii·astructure prqject is about jobs and
boosting energy security, by h11porting oil from a friendly neighbor and
shipping it to don1estic refineries
suQject Lo n1ort~ stringent environmental regulationf.i.
Democrats, and their environ1nental allies, have characte1ized it as
a gl:f-'t to the o-il indu.<;try that Vl'ould
vvorsen global vvarrning and suQject
parts of !'he country to the iisks of
an oil spill, vvith little econoinic ben-

it. But neither the House nor
the Senate has enough votes
to overcome a veto, the first of
111any skinnishes between the
Democratic White House and
Congress on energy and environmental policy.
Supporters were already
strategizing on hovv to secure
the pipeline's approval using
other legislative means.
"The evidence is in. The case
ought to be closed," said Rep.
See !{E1fSTONE, Page A6

eftt because the oil and its reftned
product would be exported abroad.
The pipeline would connect
Canada's tar sands vvith Gulf coast
refineries that specialize in processing heavy crudes.
A January 2014 analysis found
that, with or viothout the pipeline,
the tar sands would be developed,
and thus the greenhouse gas emissions resulting fro1n them would
enter the atmosphere anyvvay. But
the EPA said earlier this month that
that analysis has to be revisited,
because lower oH p1ices could make
the pipellne 1nore of a cata1ysl than
the Slate Departrnent initially predicted. A letter fJorn the Canada's
an1bassador said the EPA's assessrnenl was flai,.ved.
Hours before the pipeline vote,
Sen. James lnhofe, chalnnan of the
Senate Environ1nent and Public
Works Committee, held the first
of lnany heatings on the Obarna
ad1ninlstration's p1ans to control for
the first time the pollution blamed
for global warming frorn the nation's
power plants.
And the House plans to unveil a
large energy bill next \11,1eek.
Den1ocrats, too, vvant to 1nove on.
"This Congress has 1nuch vvork
to do on energy," said Rep. Frank
Pallone, D-N ..)., the lop Democrat
on the I-Iousc Energy co1n1nittee.

FMC SA to Address Uptick in Crashes
In North Dakota"s Bakken Oil Region
By Elie Miller
Staff Reporter

The Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Adn1inistration snid it is
addressing an increasin$, and dispropo1tionate nu1nber of fatal large

truck-involved crashes in North
Dakota's Bakken oil Held counties.
Jack Van Steenburg, FMCSA's
chief safety officer, said the agency
has identilled a "large cluster" of
crashes in the oil field operntions in

North Dakota, one of the nation's
largest crude oil production states.
"'•Ve have so1ue strategies and

Traffic lines the main street in Watford City, N.D. The region~s oil

we're \vorking \Vith other clepart1nents to reduce those crashes,"

hoo1n has led to increased traffic and truck-involved fatallties.

Van Steenburg said.
Federal crasl1 statistics sho\v that
the number of fatal large truck-

Many of the crashes in North
Dakota occurred on t\.vO 111ajor

high\.vays \.Vhere oil trucks run,

FMCSA, the North Dakota I-ligh'vay Patrol, and everyone in the

involved crashes had increased to
5'1 in 2013 from 9 in 2010.

U.S. 85 and Interstate 94, Van
Steenburg said.

(See OIL, p. 28)

FMCSA Targets Oil Trucks
(Continued from p. 2)

going to do? More oversight,
1nore oversight, 1nore oversight."

"It's an area of concern for

within North Dakota re1nains at an
all-time high," the highway patrol
report said.
"The issue is behveen 2008 and
2013, vehicle miles traveled in the
state - and 1nost1y in that Bakken

state," said Denver Tolliver, profes-

"V\le're going to be initiating a

sor of trans1Jo1tation and director of
North Dakota State University's
transportation and iogistics pro-

selies of studies over the ne1i: year
or so to not only look at where tl1ese
accidents are located, but try to get
a better idea of so1ne of the cause
and effect," Tolliver said.
According to recent research by
the Upper Great Plains Transprntation Institute, a resei.u·ch, education,
nnd outreach center at North
Dakota State University, roads once
used for local access and ngiicnltnra1
purposes no\v mostly seive expnnding oi1 production.
"Oil con1panies, \Yorkers, com-

region of in our state - increased
by about three billion n1Hes,"' srjd
Arik Spencer. executive vice presi-

n1ercial trucks, and industrial
equip1nent associated \Vith oil
extraction use these roads to access

behaviors, Spencer said.
With oil trucks traveling on the
state's highways and rural roads,
the state's current budget for
infrastruch1re inaintenance, repair
and rebuilding has grown to nearly
$3 billion from $1 billion in 2007,
Spencer said.

gram. "The FM CSA has concluded

that the beavy-vehiCle crashes and
crash rates were increasing faster in
the Baldcen than they \Vere in son1e
of the other shale oil boo1n regions,
such as Eagle Ford in Texas."
FMCSA is increasing oversight of
tank truck carriers that hau1 crude
oil and propane, giving its investigators advanced training, issuing
grants to states, and stepping up

traffic enforcement, according to
Paul Bomganhlei; chief ofFMCSA's
haz~u·dous 111ate1ials division.
"Moving fo1ward we're going to

... focus our attention, actually
on the transportation of energy
products," Bon1gardner told an

audience attencTing the annual
conference of the Transportation
Research Board in Washington,
D.C., on Jan. 13. "What are we

oil drilling and production Sites,"
the group said.
In its 2013 report, the state's high\.Vay patrol said it has "strived" to
1neet the de1nancls of the growing
1notor canier industry operations.
"The need to move goods across
the country and between points

dent of the North Dakota Motor
Cru1iers Association. "So you have a
huge number of people traveling on
inffastructure that [it] was never
desigoed tc hold."
Congestion on state, county and
local roads has increased to the
point that it to<l.'fuiquently causes
n1otorists to get imp~1tient, passing
on hills when traffic slo'\VS and

e.\'.11ibiting other dangerous drivh1g

Staff Reporter Eugene Mulero
contributed to this ston1.
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,Pipeline
· Continued from Page 1A

Texas-based company has
ducked or. dodged some
clifficult questions. ·..
Some ·of the more than
500 landowners along the
· South Dakota path have
raised concerns about the
long.term effect on agricultural Jaild, inclucling
. the ripple effeet on neigh, boring landowners of upsettingunderground dram
tiling.
. ..
Many raised the specter of spills, and several
· questioned the:> wisdom of
· accepting one-time ~se
ment payments for a.Pipe. line moving a profitable
product under their prop.
erty.
· "We've gota lot of seri:
oils issues to work out, and
we haven't gotten a lot of
good answers," sai? J?ncoln County Commlssmner Jim Schmidt, who was
among the 400 to question
company represen!Btiv~s
at a public mc:>eting m
Sioux Falls last week.
Lincoln and Lake counties each have applied for
party status on the pipe··line.'s PUC" docket Party
' status allows a person or
entity to· cross-examine
the permit applicant and
request
. docilments
throughout the process.
·Other parties include a
Spink County . farmer
named Randy Kuehn, two
lawyers who represent
Sioux Falls-area landowners and the WEB water .developmentassociati~

protects against damage,
he said, as the federal government collects per barrel fees for cleanup costs .
"Just because there's an
LLC behind our name
doesn't mean we're not lia. Easements worrie:o,
ble," Mahmoud said.
.
assurances wanted
Charlie Johnson said
Aaron Johnson's family
that's not as comforting as
a bond would be.
has an organic farm n\'ar
Madison. Dakota Access
"We need a bond so
cuts through property his
somebody pays right
.
away," he said. "Rightno~,
family farms.·.
Johnson told comrm~there are no safeguards.
PUC
Commissioner
sioners during a Public
hearing in Sioux Falls last
Chris Nelson said the comweek that he's µnllnmiSsion doesn't have ~he
pr!'ssed by one-time easeauthority to order bondmg
meht. payments.. Up t?
for the project on thatleyel
570 000 l:larrels of oil
as part of the construction
wocl.d' flow through the
permitting process. T~e
pipeline /e\,ery ' day for'
commission can order myearii; and farmers co~d
demnity bonds for potensee less crop production
tial. damage to roads and
long after the easement
bridges but "does not promoney ran out.. ,
vide any specific authority
to us to provide the types of
"This would be the
·equivalent of a .. farmer
bonds that · you talked
paying a one-time rental
abimt," Nelson said,
· fee on land rented m exNelson also told Aaron
Johnson that commissionchange for production for
ers don't have the authorunsaid years to come,"
Johnson .told the PU<;;
itytoorderthecompanyto
''Landowners and the PUv
pay .atmual payments to
shoulddemandatmualroylandowners.
alty and production payDakota Access is exment and an annual lease
pected to of~er easement
payment."
.
paymeiitsthattakeintoacHe ;tsked the PUC to
count ·current land values ·
force Dakota Access to
and account for the diminbond the project .as insurished value of that Ian~ afance against leaks. ·
ter placement of a PlJl~Charlie Johnson, who
line. That arrangement is
also is part of the Johns~n
set fo'1:h by Supreme
Farms business, said
CoUrt opinions.
south :Oakotans deserve
Per-barrel payments to .
safeguards. The pipeline
landowners or tci the state
should be bonded for the
are not part of the calculasame reason vehicle ownlion and concerns .. over
ers. have car insurance: Th
royitlties wouldn't hold _up
guarantee there's money
the pipeline's construction
for liability if the owner
permit ·
runs out.
·
·
Charlie Johnson sees
that as a flaw that should
Joey Malimoud, a D~ota Access representative,
. be corrected.
saidthecompanyisfullyli- ·
''Really, it's goin~ to
take some kindof legislaable for cleanup and any
property damage from
tive action,'' Johnson said.
"There's no reason, at a
any spill. Federal law also
----- timewhenwecan'texpand
Medicaid.orproperlyfund
our schools, that we can't
tapintothissourceoffund- ..!'
ing;"

---

Spillsaprime
concern
.' The potenti.fll.Jor _spills ,
a recurring
theme at the public meetings and oh comments entered into the official Tecord on the Dakota Access
docket.
Anne Dilenschneider, a
Sioux Falls counselor, submitted her comments in a
letter'. noting several pipeline ;pills, including ones
in Bismarck, N.D., and another hear Marshall, Mich,
"Pipelines are not a s_a_fe
way to transport cTI!de oil,
They explode, rupture and
leak. Even with automatic
shut-off valves," Dllenschneider wrote.
Malimoud said last
weekinSiouxFai!sthatthe
pipeline would be remotely monitored and could be
shut down with the push of
a button, and he. said there
would be emergency response ·plans in place,
which would be shared
with state and local officials.
He also said it could
take three tofmir minutes
for oil to stop flowing.
to
That's . troubling
Schmidt.
''What's an average
spill? What's it cost to clean

has been'
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pletely liable for damages
caused.
"There can be issues,"
Granado said. ''These are
underground pipelines.
What we believe is that
those are not the norm.
Spills do happen, but they
don't happen often."
Mahmoud said repeatedly during the public
comment hearings that
pipelines are a safer
means of transporting
crude oil than rail cars,
which carry crude from
the Bakken oil patch.
There were US million
~arrels .?f cr1!de••~J?.illed

LAKE

'

....· 1MINNEHAHA
MCCOOK 1. I.

PROJECT COUNTIES

up?" Schmidt said. "These
are things we ought to
know."
Since 1998, there have
been 11 pipeline incidents
in South Dakota, according
to the Pipeline and Hazard-.
ous MaterWs Safety Administration. A total of
1,158 gallons spilled, causing a total of $2.83 million
in property damage across
South Dakota
Vicki · Granado,
a
spokeswoman for Energy
Transfer Partners, acknowledged that spills are
an issue, but said the company has protocols in place

''

.

cording to the Pipeline and
Hazardous Materials Safety Administration.
Mahmoud's point about
safety was .echoed this
week by another man who
attended the PUC's meeting .but did not speak out
loud, Ernest Kroger.
Kroger wrote a letter
for the public docket recalling how his father had
donated time to putup telephone poles on farmland,
and later allowed electricity Jines to be run through
their property so bis neighbors could benefit.
The whole c1luntry
- _r.u.. _

~-----
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..\

production, Kroger wrote,
and he told commissioners
that the pipeline's benefits
are worth therisk.
· "There are always 'ifs'
connected with any project," Kroger wrote. "Oil
spills happen because of
rail and. truck accidents.
I'm certain that the safest
way to transfer such a
large volume of oil, a pipeline is the best option."
John Hult lsthe Reader's Watchdog
reporter for Argus Leader Media.
Contact him at 605-331-2301, 605370..8617, twltter:com/ArgusJHult or

Facebook.com/ArgusReadersWatchdog

I\form near 11/ladison could be affected
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Charlie Johnson points out where drain tllirig on his familY's

recess .oil pipeline..
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Pipelines are necessary
in oil-addicted world
.

H

e. is.a.pipelliles
t;il.e o.f. . tw.that
o pro.er.
posed
coitldrun through
· South Dakota.
The diameter of Pipeline 1
is 36 inches. Pipeline 2 is 30
inches.
The proposed length of
Pipeline 1will'be1,179 nilles.
Pipeline 2is 1,134 miles. ·
Pipeline 1 will carry
830,000 barrels of oil a day.
Pipeline 2? Up to 570,000
barrels. .
The first pipeline would
cut through western South
Dakota en route to Nebraska.
The second through eastern ·
South Dakota, in:cltiding the
Sioux Falls area, to afinal
destination of Illinois.
. Om> of those pipelines has
created a natiqnal political . •
controversy. The other? Had
you even heard of it?
.Keystone XL, the first
pipeline in our examples, has
cal)sed picketing and political posturlllg. The second,
the Dakota Access Pipeline,
was first announced last
summer. Unless the pipeline
was proposed to cross your
land, niost people have been
· undeterred.
· Thatdoesn'tmeanwe
. should accept the pipeline
·without asking questions or
learning as much as we,posc
siblycan.
All residents in the fil'ea

----'-------

should beasking: What are
· the riSks? Whowill be monitQring arid regulating the
pipeline for leaks and other
issues? What are the emergency shutoff procedures?
Who will pay for any problems thatarise from a leak?
But it's no surprise that
when phlitics enter the pie- .
ture, talking points get
thrown about, facts get forgotten and the issue becomes
one big argwnent .
Here are a few key points.
•Pipelines are much
safer than oil transportation
by rail and more practical
than truck. A train crash in
Quebec in 2013 killed 47
people and spilled 1$ Iilillion
gallons of oil.There.was a
close callinNorthDal<ota
. when seVeral rail cars
. caught fire. If thatincident
had happened in a populated
·area, property damage
would have been significant
an<i lives c;i;iuld have been
lost. As far as.truck transportation, Forbes estimated
it would take. a mitlion-and-ahalf tanker truckst6 tra:psport the .KeystQne equiv;il.ent
oil. ·
Pipelines have had their
problems, though. In 2013, a
Tesoro Corp. pipeline spilled
20,000 gallons in northwestern North Dakota. The worst
:was in Michigan in 2010

.

.

when an Enbridge pipeline
· sions, the focus should be on
spilledmoreilian75,000 .·
the •.demlll).d;n<itsupply.
barrds i]lto ariver. '.fhere is .
·. The. Keystone Pipeline
iln environmental impact'
01]].y beeame a national political issue because it crosses
frompipelines, and Dakota·
. the U$ bcii;der from Canada,
Access advocates need to
reassure the public th;:1t the · thus involving the State Denew pipeline won'thave ·
. piu:ttneut . · ·
those problems.........-.
. · Jt'sQK;tobe skeptical of
. • 'franspor,ting oilvia
··.. _what those proposing the
pipeline is significantly
pipeline claim. A, 2011 Argus
cheaper. A 2013 Christian
Leader story showed that the
Science Monitor article stated eastern South Dakota Key- ·
that it costs $7 a barrel to
stone pipeline wasn't raising .
transport oil oil a pipeline
as much tax revenue for
compared to between $15.SO local govermnents as offi"
and $30 via rail
eials had originally stated.
Ill Pipelines already area
So as the Dakota Access
key part of everyday life, , · Pipeline gets debated in •h\l
There are pipelines canying coming.months;educate
natural gas to homes a:cross
yourself about the pros and
the city ~d surro'i.lliding
Cor..s, ~11d our repo:rters will
areas. The first phase of the
continue to ]lllcover as much
Keystone Pipeline already · as they ean. Make your decicrosses eastern South DakO' · . sions l;msed on logic, science
ta
··
andfactsandnotoilpo]itical
Ill For opponents, the Key- · soundbites.
·
stone Pipelin!l also is an.enviWeigh the risks of all
romnental issue~ mining a
choices and consider the
barrel from Cailada's oil.··
options, but rejecting Keysands creates 17 percent
stone XL or Dakota Access
more greenhouse gas emiswon't solve the greater probsions than the extraction of a !em: The world has-an instandard barrel ofoil, acsatiable appetite for oil.
cording to the Washington
The bottom line is that
Post. North Dakota oil is not
there is no perfectsolution
clean, either, but blocking
· ~no option that completely
pipeline' plans won't stop the protects the environment,
production. It still will travel property and public safety.
by rail and alternative pipeBut pipelines are the best
lines, Th fix carbon emisoption.
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Nebraska court clears path of Keystone XL
Pub Ii shed: Jan. 9, 2015 at 10:11 AM
Daniel J. Graeber
OMAHA Jan. 9 (UPI) -OMAHA. Jan. 9 (UPI) - In a mixed decision, the Nebraska Supreme Court ruled Friday the
legal premise used to sanction the route for Keystone XL was permissible.
In a long awaited case on the route of the Keystone XL pipeline, the Nebraska Supreme Court cleared one of the
remaining hurdles in a battle that began when TransCanada first applied to build the project more than six years
ago.
Lancaster County District Court Judge Stephanie Stacy in February ruled a state law granting power of eminent
domain to former Gov. Dave Heineman was unconstitutional. State law LB 1161, passed in 2012, gave the
governor authority over the Keystone XL route from Canada through the state instead of the Nebraska Public
Service Commission.
Environmental campaigners pressured pipeline planner TransCanada to revise the Keystone XL route through
the state to avoid a sensitive aquifer. Heineman in 2013 said he was satisfied a revised route for the tar oil
sands pipeline avoided the sensitive Sand Hills aquifer of the state.
The state Supreme Court, in Thompson v. Heineman, said the majority opinion was on the side of the

landowners in the case.
"But because there are not five judges of this court voting on the constitutionality of LB 1161, the legislation
must stand by default," the court's ruling stated. "Accordingly, we vacate the district court's judgment." Four
members of the seven-judge panel voted.
The Republican-controlled l l 4th Congress put the measure at the top of its agenda when it took its seat in early
January. Two measures in the U.S. House and Senate are aimed at pressuring the White House to sign off on
the pipeline.
White House spokesman Josh Earnest affirmed signals from the president's desk that legislation meant to get
around normal vetting procedures for the pipeline would be vetoed. The review process as it stands was
awaiting the Nebraska courts, he said.
"Once that is resolved, that should speed the completion of the evaluation of that project," he said in a press
briefing Tuesday.
President Obama has hinted he was not in favor of the project, saying he doubted many of the jobs claims
surrounding it. Ultimately, he added, the pipeline would send Canadian oil through, not to, the United States for
exports.
Jack Gerard, president of the American Petroleum Institute, said the court's ruling is an opportunity for the
president to seize the moment of U.S. energy security

http://www.uvi.com/Business News!Energv-Resources/2015/01/09/Nebraska-court-clears-P... 11912015
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"President Obama has no more excuses left to delay or deny the Keystone XL pipeline," he said in a statement.
"More stable domestic and Canadian oil will enhance our nation's national and economic security."
Randy Thompson, the Nebraska plaintiff, said the outcome was not what he had hoped for. The ruling, he said,
represents a "gross injustice" to Nebraska landowners.
"When you take a punch, you stand up and keep on fighting," Jane Kleeb, director of pipeline opponent Bold
Nebraska, said in a statement "We continue to stand with President Obama in his skepticism of the export
pipeline and encourage him to reject Keystone XL now."

© 2015 United Press International. Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Keystone XL has
multiple benefits
To the Editor:
Mavis Hambeck recently
sent a letter to the editor
wherein she castigates our
congressional delegation
for their support of the
Keystone XL pipeline. Has Ms.
Hambeck ever heard of the
bad balance of trade problems
that have been plaguing the
U.S. dollar? Tills is when
more dollars leave the U.S.
than come in.
A good share of the
Keystone crude otl will stay in
the United States. Any that
stays will help us balance our
trade deficit.
We will be using our own
oil, so we dori't have to con-

tinue to buy crude from Iran,
Venezuela and Russia, countries that hate us.
Our trade deficit has been
high for years. This has had
adverse affects on out dollar
and our standing i.11 the \11/orld
financial marketplace.
In addition to creating badly
needed jobs, the pipeline will
contribute nearly $20 million
in property taxes per year.
With the drop in grain pricP~.

this_·_M'ill _~ve_ relief to our
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beleaguered farmers.
Agriculture is South
Dakota's largest industry.
Grain prtces have been settling lower for three to four
years. A large share of our
grain goes overseas and this
helps lower our trade deficit.
. There is one major problem.
Crude oil from the Bakken oil
patch has been taking much
rail space.
Our grain is sitting by the
railroads in piles, subject
to rot and spoilage. China,
India and other countries in
the P~cific rtm are waiting
nnpatiently for our g'rain and
meats.
Another bad problem in
transporting oil by rail is train
wrecks. It seems there is one
every couple months. The
accidents have very hot fires
and bad pollution to our envi~
ronment. Lots of homes are
burnt and people die.
These are some of the reasons, Thline, Rounds and
r:ioem vote the way they do.
I m sure most of the voters
agree with them. But thanks
Ms. Hambeck, for making ' .
us read and think about this
important matter.
Milton Nelson
Mitchell
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Pipeline Boom Not Stalled By Fight
By Hemy C. Jackson
Associated Press

•
Ill

US Over Keystone XL

......

WASHINGTON - In a far
corner of North Dakota, just a
few hundred miles fro1n the proposed path of the Keystone XL
pipeline, 84,000 barrels of crude
oil per day recently began flowing through a new line that connects the state's sprawling oil
fields to an oil hub in Wyon1ing.
In West Texas, engineers activated a new pipeline that cuts
diagonally across the state to

deliver crude fro1n the oil-rich
Per1nian Basin to refine1ies near
Houston. And in a string of
towns in Kansas, Iowa and Soutl1
Dakota, local govern1nent officials are scrutinizing the path of
pipeline extensions that would
pass nearby.
While the Keystone project
awaits a final decision, scenes
like these are unfolding almost
every week in lesser-known
developments that have quietly
added more than 11,600 miles of
pipeline to the nation's don1estic
oil network.
Overall, the network has
increased-by aln1ost a quarter in
the past decade. And the work
dwarfs Keystone. About 3.3 million barrels per day of capacity
have been added since 2012
alone - five times more oil than
the Canada-to-Texas Keystone
line could carry if it's ever built.
The pipeline build-out provides

A pipeline carries oil in Wyoming. Although there is a legislative fight over the Keystone XL pipeline, other
conduits that do not cross international borders are not getting the same attention from envirolllllentalists.
a little noticed counte:rpoint to the
fierce political battle being waged
over the 1,179-mile TransCanada
project, which still is in limbo
seven years after it was proposed.

During the long wait for Keystone, t11e petroleum industry has
pushed relentlessly everywhere
else to get oil to market more
efficiently, and its adversaries

have been unable to stop other
major pipelines.
"There's been a lot of growth
- we're really positive on it in
general," said Rob DeSai, an

equity analyst vvith Edward D .
Jones & Co who fcicuses on the
energy industry. "The oil that's
being produced in the U.S., in
many cases, it's basically in the
iniddle of nowhere. You need
new infrastructure to get that oil
to market."
Environ1nental groups have
fought Keystone by citing the
risk of leaks and the climatechange conseque~ces of fossil
fuels. They hope to make cleaner
energy options more appealing.
Their success has inspired local
protest groups to challenge
1nore projects.
But those efforts, while slowing
a few pipelines, have not stopped
any because the regulatory path
is smoother when a pipeline does
not cross an international border,
as Keystone would.
In Minnesota, local opponents
succeeded last year in getting
state regulators to consider
rerouting a 6l6-.1nile pipeline
proposed by Toronto-based
Enbridge Inc. around pristine
lakes and forests, delaying it for
at least a year.
More typical, though, was an
Enbridge project to double the
capacity of a 285-inile stretch of
pipehne in Michigan. Groups
such as the ~1ichigan Coalition
Against Tar Sands, fought the
proposal, citing a spill in 2010
that caused serious environmental damage. But the Michigan
Public Service Co1nn1ission
ruled the project acceptable, and

TRANSPORT TOPICS Marc~ 23, 2015 -

the expansion went ahead.
In Texas, Magellan Midstrea1n
Partners' BridgeTex Pipeline,
designed to take up to 300,000
barrels of crude per day from
Colorado City to refineries in
Houston, recently was completed over landowners' protests
about its path. Local officials
cleared the way for the company
to use the state's eminentdomain law to condemn land
for the pipeline. It came online
last year.
Some environmentalists aclmowledge that changing a pipeline's
route often may be the best for

41

400-mile rout~ of a proposed
pipeline and blbgging about bis
trip to build support for environmentalists' prote:sts.
"They want pe ople to just roll
over and take wliat's coining," he
said of oil comp~nies. "We Know
that's wrong. iWe know this
pipeline can be s;topped" because
of the Keystone ~talemate.
1
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'vhich th~y can hope.

'Tm telling people I don't think
it's going to stop," said Paul
Stolen, a retired state biologist
who has been working with
groups opposing the Enbridge
project in Minnesdta. "I think it's
going to escalate and get bigger."
In most states, opponents have
to prove a project does not senre
the public interest or poses a
clear environmental.threat.
In states that depend on
energy jobs, regulators tend to
be receptive to the industry.
Supporters also argue that transporting oil by pipeline is safer
than by train, noting recent acci:.
dents and spills.
Since 2012, more than 50
pipeline projects have been
approved, completed or are under
develop1nent, including the justfinished 600-mile Enbridge
Flanagan South line, which runs
through four states.
The recent surge in oil production, from about 5 inillion barrels
a day in 2008 to 8.9 million barrels in 2014, has pushed n~w

--------------·----------

Oil pipelines ruri near
storage tanks at the Enbridge
Inc. Cushing Te):minal in
Cushing, Okla. I
1
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Dozens of new lines ranging up
to 700 miles connect drill sites in
the upper Midwest to refineries

in the region or to hubs in Oklahoma and along the Gulf Coast.
Even TransCanada has been
busy. The company unveiled a
200-mile, $600 million proposal
late last month that would carry
oil from North Dakota's Bakken

field north to Canada and connect to other lines that can take
it to the East Coast.
"When Keystone was first
announced, I think that was

something like a third of [TransCanada's] expected budget," said
DeSai, the Edward Jones analyst. "TransCanada now has had
so many projects that now

Keystone's a much smaller
percentage."

President Obama has said· his
decision on Keystone, which

would take Canadian tar sands
oil to Gulf Coast refineries,
would depend in part on its possible contribution to global
warming. He is awaiting a State
Depart1nent report on its environmental effects.

But the State Department does
not review pipelines that are
entirely inside the United States,
which is the vast majority

of them.
Pipeline companies also soften
resistance by paying landowners
for access and by assuming all

liability for leaks. But some
opponents say they believe that
the new resistance inspired by
Keystone eventually will raise
iuore public concern about
oil shipments.
In Iowa, a former state law-

maker, Ed Fallon, is walking the

--------------·~,--
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Pipeline co~cerns draw crickets from legislature
A lot ofpeople hljve asked
' "We are 100 percent liable. Not the, landowners not the South Dakota soil, a bond
would guarantee that the cleanme about.bonding for the Pllko- ,
.· · i\.i/' ·
b
·•B
· ' '
· taAccess_pipeJine governm~t.,,qtanyone utus.. ecausewere
up woµld be paid for.
Dakota Access representaov~r the past few ' transporting it, ff there's an issue, we'll take care of it."
tives say the company is reweeks. .
. JOEY MAHMOU~,
sponsible for spill cleanup.
, Landowners
wondered out loud vice president, EnergY'Ttansfer Partners·, partial tpipeli'ne owner
They also say _the pipeline will
· about bonding
be ll!Onitored 2417 a11d can be ·
shut .down rem9tely, so spills
during meetings of
ean be cleaned up quicldy if
the Public Utilities .alonga 1,134-mile route.from
probllem doesn't emerge, the
they .do happen; Even ifthere
North Dakota to Ulinojsifjt's . money isn't used.
Col!linission and
i!Wll\I !illtT vv<mdered through approved bythe ;puq; ,
, .The argument for bonding were a dispute about who pays
Thei<j~abehirid~.011dingis ., • QllDa]rotaAccess go'eslike sm .for cleitnup, the company
' ' '' comme11ts on the
PUC's website;Dakota Access · pretty simple.. A bon(jismoney 'If the pipeline isbuiltas,pro'
wollldpayintothefoderal oil
paid upfI'ontto ()Over the cost
posed and then lealts its cargo .spillliabili!.¥ trust fulld at a
would run under 274 miles of
eastern South Dakotaland
ofa particlllar problem. If the
of North Dakota crude into the per-1>a1Tel rate. _Thatwould

cover cleanup:
"We are 100 percent liable;
Not the landowners, notthe
government.· Not IU)yone but
us. Because we're transporting
it, if there's an issu!', We'll take
care of it," saidJoeyJ1.1afunoud,
avicepresidentof.Energy . ·
'frartsfet Partners, one, ofthe
pipeline's owners; "Ifwe don't
take care of it,Ipromise you,
the· government will."
That's noteno11gh to appease
many of the landowners along ' ··
See PIPELiNEiPage SC
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Pipeline
Continued from Page 1C

01: researched.anything.
I'm still waiting to hear
from thatsomeone; al'.
thoughLederlllan did
directmetoformer legislator Charlie Hoffman.
Lang seemed hopefi.Jl
when I spoke with him
Monday. Jolm,son was .. ·.
pretty sure he'd only hear
crickets from the Legislature.
''They're notgoing to
do it," Johnson said:
Johnson saw the over,
whehning Republican
majorityas the impossible obstaCle, but Democrats didn't bring a bill,
either.
·
DemocraticRep. Patrick Kirschman. ofSioux
Falls said Wednesday .that
he'd like to see some kind
of bonding push, hut "you

the pipeline route.
In a story that ran in
Sunday's newspaper,
Charlie Johnson said a
bond woilld ease his mind.
He'd also like to see a
decommission bond to
insure that the pipeline
woi.Jld be shut off and
shutd0vvn properly if the
oilstcips :ijowiJlg.
Johnson Wanted action
from the SouthDakota
Legislafure on the bonding issue, Drivers need
insurance, he said, in the
event they can't afford to
pay for.the damage.they
cause. Pipeline companies
shoilld have insurance for
mistakes,too. ·
.
know we won't see that.,,
''Why are we allowing
Kirschman has a more
a milltibillion-dollar combala:nced yiew ofthe pipe. pan)T to get away with
line's safet)T. He'd like to
something that someone
see bonding as an insur. who.makes.$50,QOOa)Te&'-~
·'xi""'""~'"' +'· · ance'II!easure;buthe'd·
doesn't get away with?''
also rather.have oi!movJohnson asked me last
ing through a pipeline
week · · ··
than over Jarid in rail
Gaylynn Lang of Howcars. Transportingoilby
ard agrees. He cillled me
E.LiSH°A-PAGE/ ARGUS LEADER rail is less safe than shipCharlie Joh_nson points out where drain tiling on his family's
Monday night to ask
ping it via pipeline, he
about bonds. He said he'd farm near Madison could be affected by the proposed Da~ota · says.
been in touch with state
Access oil pipeline.
"There are rail cars
Rep. Lynn DiSanto of
coming right through ·
Rapid Cityand asked her pipeline, as we know, has day, one day after the
Sioux F'alls carrying Bake
deadline for individuai
to present a bill that ·
yet to be approved at the
ken oil," Kirschman said,
wowd force ponding for
bills to be filed in the
KiJ:schman's point
federal level.
pipeline companies.
Legislature, there's noth- echoes the words ot AlHowever, thePUCin
B<mds are fairly com- · South Dakota has the
ing about bonding and
berta Premier Jim Prennothing about pipelines.
mon. The Keystone XL
authorit)T onlytoisslle
tice, who visited Washing"If it's not on the list
pipeline offered a $100
bondsto cover damage to
ton, D.C., this week to
now, they'd have to susmillion bond to Nebraska public roads and bridges
push for the Keystone XL
pend the rules to bring
pipeline. Prentice, a for,
legislators In ZOU to asdtJrillgcconstruction.
mer environment minissuage skittish lawmakers. There's only so much that something in," said John
The proposedPolyMet
commis.sioners can. do, ·
liancock, director of th.e . ter in Canada, said he's
Legislative Research
mine in northern MinneChilirlllan Chris Nelson
more worried abollt rail
Council. ·
disasters, sllch as the 201;{
. sota "'patki;ul plenty of ..· hlls said...· •
diScussion on bonding for
IfthePUC wanted to
I've contacted a hariddisaster in Quebec, than
enviromrtental!famage.
otderbondingfor Dakota ful of lawmakers to ask if pipeline transport.
.
· Bondillghappens in
John Hult. is.the Reader's
Access;lawmakers woilld theYve'heard ofanyone
pushing a bonding bill,
Watchdog r~Pqrier fo.r Argus
South Dakota, too. The
need to give them more
authorit)T.
·
and so far I've heard
PUC ordered Keystone
Leader Media; Contact him-at
nothing. Sen. Dan LederXL to pay a $1Sc6 million
Thllt doesn't look like605-331-2301, 605-370-$617,
bond to pay for potential
ly. DiSanto didn't promise man of Dakota Duoes said
-tWitter.COm!ArglisJHult or
Facebook.ti;Jm ·
road damage during each, Lang she'd drop a bi!], and he'd ask around to see if
year of construction. The she didn't. As of Wednes- someone had worked on
/ArgusReadersWatchdog.
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TransCanada creates
safe transportatiO!l of
oil
In regard to the letter
'Greed behind the push for
Keystone XL Pipeline,' by Rick.
Weiland, TransCllnada has
been very consistent in the
number of jobs We expect Keystone XL to create. That numberis 9,000 direct, construction
jobs, 7,000 manufacturing jobs
supported • by the project.
We've been building and operating pipelines for · over 60
years, we transport approximately 20 percent of North

America's gas every. day. We
know how manY people it requires to builda pipell!l~ of.this
nature; inJact, we've Pl"OV1ded
job-by-job breakdo'\WS·
For context, the first I<:eystone .Pipeline,.• which ,is .ap,
proximately.the samel<mgthas
Keystone :xL• emvloy<ld 81969
people. The GuU"yoast Pto)eCt,
otherWise known asthe south. ernleg of Keystone ~' ~m
ployed · 4,844 p~ople dir~!'.11Y
and rE'!J.uired ··over 11. iniJlion
hours oflabor.. . . . . , . •
The oil transported through
Keystone .XL is destined for
.s. refineries, which want to
· revlace higher cost cr1,1de 'oil
·from Venezuela,)l'aq and (llseWhere, with stable .North
. American prodllcti~n, '
· .. · Trans°'!1.ada hilS never "011· .· cposed'' any illiendfilents'refut~ ,,
ed to Keyston~ XI,. Se!l· Ed
Markey's ame11dmentwould
bave no impact on I<:eystone
XL. b,ecause,Tr"'1}sCana<ladoes
· notpioduc<l, refine or O'o/fl tb.e
oil it transports. We, a+e resp on~
siblefot tb,e safe and efficient
tr"ansportation ofthli,t product;
which brings us to .th<l next inaccurate claim·made by Weiland.
The Oil Spill Liability TrUst
fund is paid by oil producer~.
Since TransCanada is not an oil
producer, we are not required
to pay into the fund. However,
in the unlikely event of a spill,
TransCanada is 100 percent responsible for any costs associ"
ated with clean up and restoration of land. TransCanada is a
$46 billion· company, with the
capital and liability insurance
to cover any costs. Thxpayers
or landowners will never be responsible.

v

0

Matthew John,
communications specialist
TransCanada
Houston, Tuxas

l:!.:l:fl-yvas_ ··mvenµng:~~_ew_ exGu_ses"- t8 .del_ay

uad.Jna s (lesK a o.µi. approvmg .me .l\.eyst0ne

KEYSTONE XL

XL oil pipeline. The Senate voted 62,36 last
week.to build the $8 billion project that would
Continued from Page A1
connect with existing pipelines to carry more
convenjjon.al crude oil.,-- would.be developed than 800,000 barrels of crude oil a day to
regardless of whether the pipeline Wa:s.built
refineries along the Texas Gl,llf coast. That
But !:hat C(l!lclUsion was ba.ged on higher oil
vote was short of the two'thirds majority needprices. Oil, the EPApoints out, was trading at ed to ovetride the veto the White House.has
$50 per barrel last week.
]:lromised. Obama has .said all along that he
"Given the recent variability in. oil priciis,
wou.ld wait for the review process to conclude,
it is important to revisit these conclusions,"
and that the pipeline could not exacerbat(l
wrote Cyntllla Giles, assistant adlllinistrator of global Warming. The EPA's comments leave
EPA's enforcement office.
open the possibility that the State Department
The comments sent Monday to the State
could do ~dclitional analysis, delaying the projDepartment come as the Bouse prepares to
.ect's review agtl:in.
vote next week.arid send to !?resident Barack
The Ameiican.Petroleum Jnstitutesaid the

the project, which w:iii first proposed.in 2008,
when oil. prices wer<\ lower than they are now.
"Suggesting that the !lrop in oil prices
reql,lires.a re-evaluation ofthe· enviionrnental
iinpact of the prqject is just mother attempt
to prolong the KXL review," said Finkcl. ·
B.ut environmentalists, who have fought
vigorously to kill ,the pipeline, applauded the
EPA's assessment Tuesday.
'
"The EPA's assessment is E;p,ot-on. There
should be no more doubt that President
Obama must reject the proposed pipeline
once and for all," said Danielle. Droitsch, a
director for the Natural Resources Defense
Councilwho specjalizes in Canad.a'~.tar sands.
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EPA:, .'Revi~it' . Ke}T~l(i)J?-~

pipeline· effect ·<>11 climate
Agency cites recent volatility in oil prices
By Din<1 cappiello
Associated Press

•

WASHINGTON - With
the recent llip ill oil prjces,
. theEnvironmeiltalProtection Agency· wants' the
State Departinent to "rec
vis.it"• Mw much of a toll
the Keyston~ XL oil pipeline .woilld have on global
warmillg.
The EPA suggests that
lower oil prices . c9illd
make the pipeline more
important ill tllti develoPmert !)f the oil sands, and
thus a chief tjtlprit ill the
"sigllificant g:reenhouse
gas emissions" they woilld
pr0duce. A •J,antiary 2014
environmental analysis by
the State Department
found that the oil sands wlli.chit said would significantly illcrease greenhouse gas emissions over
conventional crude oil woilld be developed regardless of whether the
pipeline was built.
But that conclusion was
based on higher oil prices.
Oil, the EPA poillts out,
was tradillg at !jiSO per bar,
rel last week
"Given the recent vari.:.
ability ill oil prices, it is important to revisit these

EPA was "invllntin:g. new
excuses" to delay the proconclusions," wrote Cyn- ject, which was first prothia Giles, assistant ad- posed in 20Q8, when .oil
niillistrator of EPA's en- prices were lower than
forcement office.
they are now. · .
. .
The comments sent ·. But enViropmentalists,
Monday to .the State Dec who have fought vigorouspartment come as the Iy to ltill .the pipeline, apllouse prepares to . vote plauded the F!l'A's assessnext week and send to ment 1\Jesd~, .. · . . . . . ·
President Barack Oba- . "The EPA's assessment ·
ma's desk a bill approvillg if! gpcltioJ:iiThere shoilldbe
the Keystone XL oil pipe• · no more doubt that. PresiIine. The Senate voted 62" dent ()bam;i. must reject
36 last week to build the theproposedpipelineonce
$8 billion project that and for aJI," said Danielle
woilld connect with exist- Droits<;h, .a. •director for
illg pipelines . to carry the Natural Resources
more than 800,000 batj'els Defense Couiicil who spec
of crude oil a day to refin, cializes in Canl!.da's tar
eries along the Texas Gillf sands.
coast. That vote was short
A State 'DeJiartment
of the two-thirds majority spokeswoman 'said · it
needed to override the vec woilld take into ·• a~i:oi.Jnt
to the White House has the views of l!.il l!.genciesiJ\
promised.
the review process.·
Obama has said aJl
along' that he would wait
for the review process to
conclude, and that the
·pipeline coilld not exacerbate global warming.
·. The EPA's cm;nments
leave open the possibility
that the State Pepartment
could do additional analysis, delaying the project's
review agaill.
The American Petroleum Institute said the

FMC SA to Address Uptick in Crashes
In North Dakota>s Bakken Oil Region
By Eric Miller
Staff Reporter
The Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Ad1ninistration snid it is

addressing an increasing nnd dispropo1tionate nu1nber of ffttnJ large
truck-involved crashes in North
Dakota's Bakken oil Held counHes.
Jack Van Steenburg, FMCSA's
chief safoty officer, said the agency
has identifled a "large cluster" of

crashes in the oil Held operations in
North Dakota, one of the nation's
largest crnde oil production states.
"\Ve have son1e strategies and
we're worldng \Vith other depart-

1nents to redllce those crasf1es,"
Van Steenburg said.
Federal craSh statistics sho\v that
the number of fatal large truckinvolved crashes had increased to
54 in 2013 from 9 in 2010.

Traffic lines the main street in Watford City, N.D. The region's oil
boom bas led to increased traffic and truck-involved fatalities.
Many of the crnshes in North
Di:ikota occurred on t\vo inajor
high\vays \vhere oil trucks run,
U.S. 85 and Interstate 94, Van
Steenburg said.

FMCSA Targets Oil Trucks
(Continued from p. 2)
state," said Denver Tolliver, profesN
sor of trans1Jo1tation and director of
North Dakota State University,s
transportation an~ logistics program. "The FMCSA has concluded
that the heavy-vehicle crashes and
crash rates \vere increasing Ihster in
the Brikken than they were in son1e
of the other shale oil boon1 regions,
such as Eagle Ford in Texas,"
FM CSA is increasing oversight of
tank huck carriers that haul cn1de
oil and propane, giving its investigators advanced training, issuing
grants to states, and stepping up
traffic enforcement, according to
Paul Bomgardne1; chief ofFMCS&
hazm·dous 1naterials division.
"Moving fo1ward ,:ve're going to
. , . focus our attention, actua1Iy

on the transportation of energy
products," Bon1gardner told an
audience attending the annual
conference of the Transportation
Research Board in Washington,
D.C., on Jan. 13. "What are we

going to do? More oversight,
1nore oversight, 1nore oversigllt."
"We're going to be initiating a
series of studies over the next year
or so to not only look at \Vhere these
accidents ~u·e located, bttt try to get
a better idea of so1ne of the cause
and effect," Tolliver said.
According to recent research by
the Upper Great Plains Trnnspmtation Institute, a resetrrch, education,
and outreach center at North
Dakota State University, roads once
used for .local access and agricultural
purposes no'v n1ostly seive expanding otl production.
.. Oil co1npanies, \vorkers, can1n1ercia1 trucks, and industrial
equipn1ent associated \Vith oil
e:-..traction use these roads to access
oil drilling and production sites,"
the group said.
In its 201,3 repmt, the state's hi15h\Vay patrol saia it has "strived' to
meet the demands of the growing
inotor canier industiy operations.
"111e need to move goods across
the country and between points

"It's an area of concern for
FMCSA, the North Dakota High\vay Patrol, and everyone in the

(See

OIL,

p. 28)

within North Dakota re1nains at an
all-time high," the highway patrol
report said.
"The issue is between 2008 mid
2013, vehicle miles traveled in tl1e
state - and inostly in that Bakken
region of in our state - increased
by about three billion miles," said
Aiik Spencer, executive vice president of the North Dakota Motor
Caniers Association. "So you have a
huge number of peOJ:>le traveling on
infrastructure that [it) was never
designed to hold."
Congestion on state, county and
local roads ]1as increased to the'
point that it too frequently causes·
n1otorists to get impatien,t, passing
on hills wl1en traffic slo\vs and
exhibiting other dang<'.rmis driving
behaviors, Spencer said.
With oil trucks traveling on the
state's highways and rural roads,
the state's current budget for
infrastruch1re maintenance, repair
and rebuilcling has grown to nearly
$3 btllion from $1 btllion in 2007,
Spencer said.

Staff Reporter Eugene Mulero

contributed to this stonj.

TransCanada takes steps to ac~quire XL land
By Grant Schulte
Associated Press

µNCOI,N,Neb.-'.['hedevefoper ··of the Keystone
XI. oil pipeline.ma!ie good
on its prolllise '.I\lesday to
try to seize access to the
~braska land it needs to
finish the project - the
first st<:>ps it's taken since
the state's high court removed a major!egal barri.
er. .
'franscanada . employees said the CQlllpany filed
legal papers in nine Nebraska. counties to invoke
eminent domain. for the
land. tbafs. needed to construct,. operate and maintaln•thepipe!ine. . ·
The filings come just
~efore the company's twoY(larwindpw closes '.l'hurs<lily. ·

.

.ThepiPelli'le stillfaces
. Jeg;jl challenges irt Nebraska, even though the
s,tate's Sl[preme Co.urt al·

lowed the route to stand by sCanada offers.
default. Opponents have
The company has acsued to try to .preventthe quired 100 percent of the
Calgary, Alberta-based private landowner easecompany from using emi- ments in Montana and
nent ·domain and .to. over- South Dakota, according
turn the state pipeline-sit- to TransCanada's mwsing law that allowed ex- tone projects land manGov. Dav.e Heineman to ager Andrew Craig.
approve the route in 20l3.
"This is all We have
The pipeline would car- left," Craig told The. Assory an estimated 800,000 ciated Press. "... We think
barrels of crude oil a day to 88 percent voluntarily
Nebraska, where it would agreements in the Jasttwo
connect with existing years is a substantial sucpipelines headed for .Gulf cess ."
. .·
Coast refineries.
Pipeline opponents. arBy law, 'fransCanada gue that many of the land·
can use the courts toforce owners in. Montana and
Nebraska landowners to South Dakota were "bulsell access to. their .land. lied" early in the process
Company officials say and told they had no.ot!Jer
they still need to ac:quire option.
12 perceµt of the total land
Craig said.the company
easements.· . ·from. owriers has .secured voluntary
whobavenotyetreacheda . agreements with as many
·. ·
· . · as 96 percent of.the land·deal: "' . ·
Some holdouts .have owners in some of the.resaid they won't negotiate mainirtg Nebraska counno matter how much Tran- ties. And he expects th.e

------------

company will sign agreements with at least half of
the remaining landowners
witbout having to use eminent domain.
Those still willing tonegotiate mostly have concerns about compensation
and restoration of native
grasslands that could take
three to five years to regrow, Craig said.
Jim Tarnick has received at least six offers-ranging from $30,000 to
$58,000 - for his land on
the route just south of Fullerton. TransCanada also
sent the 39-year-olld a Jetter and tried to call him
last week after the courfs
ruling.

He opposes the pipeline
and plans to continue
fighting it, though he isn't
pa,rt 9fthe n~w lawsuits.
"If we can't ·stop. the
project, we at least have to
do what's best for us and
fliture generations,'' said

'Thrnick, who is concerned ject.
·
about the pipeline's possi.Nebraska lawmakers
ble effects·on groundwa- maydebatetheissueagain
ter and soil. "Wb,en they're this session. State Sen. Erdone with it, we're going to. nie Chambers introduced
be left with a pipe in the a bill Tuesday that would
ground."
repeal the pipeline-siting
Environmentalists and law and bring the project
other pipeline opponents "to a virtual standstill."
argue that 1!l1Y leaks could
"The pipeline is like
contaminate water: sourc- King Kong, and the people
es and the project would and farms are like ants and
increase air pollution grasshoppers," ChaJ!lbers
around refineries and said. "If they get in the
harm wildlife. Supporters, way, they will be crushed i
including state and nation- with no redress."
',
al Republicans an.d oil inIt's not clear how it'll be
dustry membe>rs, say received in the Legislathose fears are exagger<lt";..,-ture:
ed and argue. that the piPe"°"'"' ·In the two lawsuits filed ·
line would create jobs and last week - which could
ease the country's depen· delay the entire 1,179-mile
dence on foreigri oil.
Canada-.to-Nebraska pro:J?resident Barack Oba- ject - seven landowners ·
ma .has downplayed tile in Holt.and York counties
project's benefits, and the .said they've received writ-.
White Hous.e has publicly ten warning that TransCathreatened to veto Jegisla- . nada intends to initiate
tion in Congress that eminent domain proceedwould fast-track the pro- ings.

,
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Pipelines are necessary
in oil-addicted
world
whenl~brlclge pip~e sio~,

.· .H. .

.
thefo= shollld be on
sholild be asking:. What are ·
. e.. isa
..p1pelliJ.es
~e,oftwopro.
. er
posed
that
·the riskS? Who will be mon~
8pilled mQrethan25,000 ,. ··• · the;dl)llll)I)d; not supply.
ito.ring a'ndregu]atingthe
bllITels il;Ito. ariver..'.['hereis
·. 'rhe Keystone Pipeline
·· .. ··• colildrun thr<>ugh
·southDakota
·.
an environmental impact
·oJ:tly beCarn.ea national politipipeline for leaks and other
·The diameter of Pipeline 1 issues? What are the emerfrom pipelines, and Dakota· · cru issue because it crosses
is 36 inches. Pipeline 2is 30
gency shutoff procedures?
Access advocates need to . the U.S. boi:detfi.om Canada,
inches.
reassure the public that the . thlls mvolying the State DeWho will pay for any probThe proposed length 6f
lems that arise from a leak?
hew pipeline won't have
. pm:tmeilt. ..
..
Pipeline 1willbe1,179 miles. .
But it's no surprise that
those problems.
. ..·
.
It'sQKtohe 8kepticru of
· Pipe!il)e2isl;l34'miles. ·
when politics enter the pie- . . ... • 'n:ansporj;hig oilyia .
whatth!J!'e propQsing.ttie
ture, talking points get
Pipeline! will Carry
pipeline is significantly ·
pipeline cJaim. A 2011 Argus
830,000 barrels of oil a day.
thrown about, facts get forcheaper. A 2013 Christian
Leader story showed.1:hal; the
PiPeline 2? Up to 570,000
gotten and the issue becomes Science Monitor article stated .eastern South Dakota Key• ·
batreJs, .
one big argmnent. . .
thaUt costs $7abarrelto
stomi pipeliile wasn't ;raising .
The first pipeline wolild
I!ere are a few key pQints. tranSportoil oh a pipeline
as much tax revenllefor
cutthrbugh western South
•Pipelines are much
compared to between $15.50 lcicru goverrnrients as offiDakota en route to Nebraska. safer thlln oil trall!'Portation and $30 via rail.
. cirus had origiirallystatea
The second through eastern · by rail and more practical
•Pipelines already area
So as the Dakota Access
South Dakota, including the
than ttuck A trilin crash in
key part of everyday life, .
Pipeline gets de.bated in ttie
SioUxFalls area; to a fihal ·
There are pipelines carrying comingmonths, !'ducate
Quebecin2013killed47
c\estinatim1 oflliinois,
people and Spille4 l:Smillion natural gas to Mmes aeross · yourself about. the pros and
One of those pipelines has gallons of oil. There was a
· the city and surrotihding
cons, and our reporters will
areas. The first phase. ofthe · continue to uncover as much
preatedanatiQill!lpoliticru ·,· ·close cAfl in North Dakota
controversy. The oilier? Had w)le11 several rail .cars . . Keystone Pipeline already
as they Make yotir deciyou even heatd ofit?
. Clj_ught fire.If that incident
crosses eastern South Dako:- · sions based on logic, science
and facts. and not on politicru
hadhappen~d in.apoplilated ta
Keyst911e ~the firs.t
•Foroppone'nts,tlieKey- · soundbites.
pipeline in our eXlllllJ;iles; has arioa, property damage ·
stonePipelinealsois an.enviWeigh the risks of all
wolild have been significant
caused picketirtg ariqpoliti'
cru postu;ring. The seCQnd,
aitdlivescolildhave been
ronmental issue. - mining a choices and consider the
the Dakota Ac~ss PiJ)eline,
lost. AS fat as truck transbllITelfrom Canada's oil.:
options, but rejecting Keywas fir& announced last
portatiClll,Forbes estimated
sands creates 17 percent
stone XL or Dakota Access
sunrmer. Unless the pipeJine itwolild take.amillion-and-a- more greenhouse gas emiswon't solve the greater probwas.proposed to cross yoq;r
halftankertrucks to tra'nssions thlln the extraction of a !em: Theworld has anmland, most people have bei;i!i por1: the KeYStone eqlliv"1ent standard bllITel of.oil, acsatiable appetite for oil.
oil. ·
· undeterred.
"
Thebottomline.isthat
cording to the Washington
.. That doesn't mean We
Pipelines have had their
Post. North Dakota oil is not there is no perfect solution
. problems, though. m 2013, a
clean, either, but blocking
. should accept the pipeline
~no option that compl!)tely
without asking questions or
Tusoro Corp. pipeline spilled pipeline plans won't stop the . protects the environment,
learning as much as wepoSC 20,000·gallons·mnorthwestproduction. It still will travel property and pllblic safety.
ern North Dakota. The worst by rail and alternative pipeBut pipelines are the best
.sibly can;
. . .. . ·
All residents in the area
·
was in Michigan in 2010
lines, Tu fix carbon emisoption.

can.
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UPI.com
Nebraska court clears path of Keystone XL
Published: Jan. 9, 2015 at 10:11 AM
Daniel J. Graeber
OMAHA, Jan. 9 (UPl}-OMAHA, Jan. 9 (UPI)- In a mixed decision, the Nebraska Supreme Court ruled Friday the
legal premise used to sanction the route for Keystone XL was permissible.
In a long awaited case on the route of the Keystone XL pipeline, the Nebraska Supreme Court cleared one of the
remaining hurdles in a battle that began when TransCanada first applied to build the project more than six years
ago.
Lancaster County District Court Judge Stephanie Stacy in February ruled a state law granting power of eminent
domain to former Gov. Dave Heineman was unconstitutional. State law LB 1161, passed in 2012, gave the
governor authority over the Keystone XL route from Canada through the state instead of the Nebraska Public
Service Commission.
Environmental campaigners pressured pipeline planner TransCanada to revise the Keystone XL route through
the state to avoid a sensitive aquifer. Heineman in 2013 said he was satisfied a revised route for the tar oil
sands pipeline avoided the sensitive Sand Hills aquifer of the state.
The state Supreme Court, in Thompson v. Heineman, said the majority opinion was on the side of the
landowners in the case.

"But because there are not five judges of this court voting on the constitutionality of LB 1161, the iegisiation
must stand by default," the court's ruling stated. "Accordingly, we vacate the district court's judgment." Four
members of the seven-judge panel voted.
The Republican-controlled 1l4th Congress put the measure at the top of its agenda when it took its seat in early
January. Two measures in the U.S. House and Senate are aimed at pressuring the White House to sign off on
the pipeline.
White House spokesman Josh Earnest affirmed signals from the president's desk that legislation meant to get
around normal vetting procedures for the pipeline would be vetoed. The review process as it stands was
awaiting the Nebraska courts, he said.
"Once that is resolved, that should speed the completion of the evaluation of that project," he said in a press
briefing Tuesday.
President Obama has hinted he was not in favor of the project, saying he doubted many of the jobs claims
surrounding it. Ultimately, he added, the pipeline would send Canadian oil through, not to, the United States for
exports.
Jack Gerard, president of the American Petroleum Institute, said the court's ruling is an opportunity for the
president to seize the moment of U.S. energy security

http://www.upi.com/Business_News/Energy-Resources/2015/01/09/Nebraska-court-clears-p... l /9/2015
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"President Obama has no more excuses left to delay or deny the Keystone XL pipeline," he said in a statement.
"More stable domestic and Canadian oil will enhance our nation's national and economic security."
Randy Thompson, the Nebraska plaintiff, said the outcome was not what he had hoped for. The ruling, he said,
represents a "gross injustice" to Nebraska landowners.
"When you take a punch, you stand up and keep on fighting," Jane Kleeb, director of pipeline opponent Bold
Nebraska, said in a statement "We continue to stand with President Obama in his skepticism of the export
pipeline and encourage him to reject Keystone XL now."

© 2015 United Press International, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Waiting Six Years
Keystone XL ... A project in limbo for
six years despite continuously receiving
strong support from the public. American
laborers and tradespeople are still
clamoring for the Jobs this project will
generate and U.S. manufacturers are still
in need of a stable, secure supply of crude
oil in order to create products we all rely
on every day.

Nebraska Hearing
Back in April, President Obama called a
halt to the National Interest Determination
process which was assessing whether
Presidential Permit should be granted for
the Keystone XL Pipeline. This was due
to uncertainty on whether TransCanada
had a valid route for the pipeline in
Nebraska. Although the State Governor
had approved the route, his authority in
doing so was questioned and that issue is
currently being reviewed by the Nebraska
Supreme Court.
If the Court decides the State Governor
didn't have authority, TransCanada will
be required to file an application for the
proposed route with Nebraska's Public
Service Commission. If the Court accepts
the route as previously approved, it's
anticipated this could potentially have a

positive impact regarding the Presidential
Permit. Regardless of the Court's decision,
TransCanada will continue to pursue the
project as it's the right thing to do.

South Dakota Recertification
Due to the protracted process for a
decision on a Presidential Permit for
Keystone XL, South Dakota state law
requires that TransCanada certify to
the Public Utilities Commission that the
project continues to meet the conditions
upon which the permit was issued four
years ago.
In fact, in its application, TransCanada
maintains that not only are the conditions
unchanged, in many cases they are
stronger than they were in 2010.
On October 29, 2014 the PUC determined
that approximately 40 interveners would
be granted party status, for a hearing to
be held in the coming months.
TransCanada welcomes a thorough vetting
of all issues of interest to the commission
and participation by those who have
direct interest in those issues. As we said
when we made our submission, while
Keystone XL was a good project for South
Dakotans in 2010 it is an even better
project today. Pl

Welcome to the first issue of
the new Keystone Community
Connector' This newsletter will
provide you with important project
information, highlight upcoming
events in your community, and share
our involvement in communities
along the Keystone XL route.
You may have noticed we changed
the format of our newsletter. Share
your feedback with us as this is all
about providing information that's
relevant to you! Contact us and
let us know by emailing
keystone@transcanada.com.

IN YOUR

COMMUNITY
The Keystone Stakeholder Relations
team is busy preparing to host
numerous open house events for
the general public. Coming to a
community near you, these open
house events will be an opportunity
to learn about emerging details
about the project and also share your
feedback with us!
Visit the Keystone XL Pipeline
website (www.keystone-xl.com)
for open house times and venue
information as it becomes available.

TransCanada
In business to deliver
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Respect all Altars
A personal essay by Calvin Harlan,
Regional Tribal Liaison, U.S. Tribal Relations
As TransCanada moves ahead with implementing the Tribal
Relations Polley with the many tribes it interacts with, there
are some aspects of developing these positive relationships
that are often overlooked while this process is taking place.

TransCanada representatives meet with local community members to help
build an understanding about the safe operations of work ca_mps.

Keystone XL workers

This includes the cultural/spiritual side of relationship
building. Each and every tribe the company partners with
has a spiritual background that is unique to them, but
one that follows the same principals as all tribes in Native
America. In my journey I have strived to follow a rule that
was taught to me by my grandfathers, that of "respect all
altars." Let me explain.

will benefit local economies
Workers on the Keystone XL Pipeline will use a mix of rental
accommodations, hotel rooms, RV sites and work camps,
contributing to the local economies of Montana, South Dakota
and Nebraska.
Currently, TransCanada is planning work camps to be built
on eight spreads through those states. The camps which will
house between 900 and 1,200 workers at peak construction
periods, will help neighboring communities reap significant
economic benefits to local businesses, such as service stations,
convenience and grocery stores, restaurants, pharmacies and
other local amenities.
It is in the company's interests to ensure that the camps are
professionally run and respectful to the communities they
neighbor, said Rick Perkins, TransCanada's project manager of
logistics and service for Keystone XL. Fm

Keystone XL Camp Features
2417 security
Hospital with 2417 medical coverage
Catering
Laundry facilities
Recreation facilities

2417 emergency power back-up capabilities
Strictly enforced code of conduct
Zero tolerance to drugs, firearms
and public alcohol consumption

To read the full version of this article, please visit the Keystone XL
]fog at www.keystonenewsletter.com.

Calvin Harlan, Regional Tribal Liaison, U.S. Tribal Relations

Each tribe is different in its beliefs, spiritual traditions and views
of its homeland. There is a bond with the land that surpasses
personal feelings and reservation boundaries. It is through this
bond and innate u.nderstanding that the people can identify
that the company's interests are positive for all involved.
There are many different methods of engagement
conducted as each tribe becomes involved in a project.
When TransCanada makes contact with a tribe, we as
individuals must show respect of their cultural diversity and
meet their people with an open handshake and mind.
Through our efforts, and those of the tribes in maintaining
open lines of cultural communication, we are able to
establish an understanding from the very beginning of our
professional relationship. This open form of communication
often provides a great tool for better understanding of any
situation that may arise or a difference of opinion on an
issue pertaining to the work performed. l!l

Community
Investment Highlight
South Dakota students taking a shine
to Apple donation

Q.
A.

Tradition has always been for students to give apples to
their teachers.

Why will Keystone XL be the safest pipeline
ever constructed?

Simply put - the build of Keystone XL
will incorporate both the newest and most
technically advanced pipeline standards,
as well as an additional 59 special safety
conditions in its design and construction.
These specifications, along with
TransCanada's commitment to safety, will
make Keystone XL the safest pipeline ever
constructed.

This statement is mirrored in the U.S. Department of State's
Final Environmental Impact Statement, issued January 2014.
Plainly put - "Keystone XL will be the newest and most
technically-advanced pipeline built in the·u.s. to date."

But thanks to a donation from TransCanada, some
Midland, South Dakota elementary students have been
given Apples from the·ir teachers - iPads, that is.
The $2,500 donation has allowed the students to purchase
five iPads, five protective cases, five earbuds, and a variety
of educational apps for the school's two classrooms.
"The kids love the iPads," said teacher Renee Schofield.
"They have used them in a variety of ways. They used them
daily to work on Lexia phonics which is a supplement to
our reading program. Other ways they have used them
include taking tests, math supplements, and the older kids
even did some video activities."
Schofield said with the grant the school was able to
purchase a variety of apps, some of which will be
incorporated into the school's curriculum in the fall.
"The opportunities are endless," she said.
Having a variety of learning tools in classrooms helps keep
children enthused about learning, she said. lill

Although a pipeline leak or spill is highly unlikely, if a spill
were to occur from Keystone XL we would initiate our wellpracticed Emergency Response Program working alongside
state and federal agencies. ITtJ
Have a question? Contact us at keystone@transcanada.com.

Each issue will feature a different expert answering
questions submitted by our stakeholders. We put our most
knowledgeable employees to the test to ensure you receive
the most accurate answer!
Students from Midland Elementary SChool show off their new fPads
thanks to a $2,500 donation from TransCanada.

WE WANT TO

HEAR FROM YOU!

If you have questions, need more information, would like to suggest a topic for future issues
of the newsletter, or would like to unsubscribe, please contact us by email or at any of the
addresses listed.

Omaha Office

Norfolk Field Office

U.S. Head Office

General

13710 FNB Prkwy
Suite 205
Omaha, NE, 68154
United States

1106 W Benjamin Ave
Suite 600
Norfolk, NE, 68701
United States

700 Louisiana St.
Suite 700
Houston, TX, 77002
United States

keystone@transcanada.com
1.866.717.7473

www.keystone-xl.com
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Keystone· Senate vote hangs in
balance after Obama remarks
By TIMOTHY GARONER
and RICHARD COWAN
Reuters

WASHINGTON - Supporters
of the Keystone XL pipeline in the
U.S. Senate scrambled on Monday
to gather one last vote to pass a
bill that authorizes the project that
would help send Canacllan oil to
the U.S. Gulf, a task that became
harder after President Barack
Obama made his toughest comments yet on the topic.
Momentum appeared to be
going against the pipeline as
Democratic Sen. Jay Rockefeller
of West Virginia told reporters late
on Monday that he would vote
against it today.
At the same time, .Democratic
Sen. Carl Levin of Michigan also

proclaimed to reporters, 1'm
11

voting no," and independent
Sen. Angus King of Maine said
he "probably" would vote against
approving the oil pipeline. King
added that he would make his
final decision during the vote
"when they get to the Ks" in the
roll-call.
The three senators have been
heavily lobbied by pipeline backers.
Rockefeller and Levin are retiring at year's end and some had
thought they could be persuaded
to vote yes in a vote that appears
to be going down to the wire on

Tuesday.
Sen. Mary Landrieu, a Louisiana
Democrat, is co-sponsoring the
bill with Republican
Sen. John Hoeven
of North Dakota.
She faces a runoff
for another six-year
term next month
and has been workirig hard to gather
the 60th vote
LANDRIEU needed to pass a
bill that the House
of Representatives
approved on Friday.
Late on Monday
Hoeven told reporters: "We've got 59
announced (supporters). I think
we'll get there but I
HOEVEN
don't know for sure
until we have the
vote." Hoeven said there were still
some "maybes" but he would not
elaborate.
The Senate is expected to vote
as early as 5:15 p.m. today on
the TransCanada Corp. pipeline,
which would transport more than
800,000 barrels per day of oil.
All 45 Senate Republicans support the pipeline, so backers need
15 Democrats to reach the 60
votes needed under an agreement
outlining the rules for debating

Reuters photo

Climate advocates and representatives from the Rosebud Sioux Tribe in
South Dakota protest Monday against the Keystone XL pipeline in front of
the home of U.S. Sen. Mary Landrieu, D-La., the chairwoman of the Senate
Energy Committee, in Washington.
which is we ought to take the time
and passing the bill.
to let the process play out and Jet
Obama criticized the project
during a trip to Asia late last week, the analysis come in."
saying it would not lower fuel
The State Department has been
prices for drivers, but would allow . studying the pipeline proposal,
and its approval is needed because
Canada to "pump their oil, send
the project crosses an internationit through our land, down to the
. al border:
Gulf, where it will be sold everywhere else."
Republicans and energy analysts
said those comments likely meant
His adviser, John Podesta,
Obama was leaning toward vetoreiterated Obama's message in a
ing any Keystone bill that passes,
call with reporters on Monday: "!
either this year or early next year.
would just repeat what he said,
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As House approves Keystone pipeline, Obama veto grows more likely
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As House approves Keystone pipeline, Obama veto
grows more likely

©Scott Dalton/Bloomberg A worker walks through the TransCanada Corp. Houston Lateral Project pipe
yard in Mont Belvieu, Texas, U.S., on Wednesday, March 5, 2014. Russ Girling, TransCanada Corp. president

Even as the House passed legislation Friday authorizing construction of the Keystone XL oil

http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/as-house-annrnw
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As House approves Keystone pipeline, Obama veto grows more likely
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At an earlier presentation to investors, Valero said it is planning to increase its capacity to
export refined products.
On the question of how many jobs the pipeline will generate, foes and backers have cited
radicallY. diff~rent fiqure~. S~p~J;;J:ers of the pipeline have been citing a figure of 42,000
.JO bs,Th~
W;;istungton P"ost
. hr a9'f"d.
. tot he pipe
. 1·1ne b ut w h"1c h wou Id be
wn1cn
1nauaes JObs wit
no 1rect connection
created as a result of buying additional crude oil from Canada, which tends to recycle more
dollars back into the U.S. economy compared to other oil exporting countries. That would
be about 20 percent of the jobs created in a single month at current rates.
The number of construction jobs would total a couple of thousand and would last a few
months to two years. TransCanada said it took an average of 5,000 workers 15 months to
build the southern leg from Cushing, Okla. to the Texas gulf coast.
Proponents of the pipeline also include indirect jobs at suppliers, but TransCanada long ago
bought and warehoused the pipe and pumps and most other equipment it needs for the
project.
In the long term, about 100 jobs would go to people working directly on the pipeline itself,
doing jobs such as monitoring pumping stations.

Ed O'Keefe contributed to this report
steven.mufson@washpost.com

< Go back to MSN Home

MORE IN POLITICS
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TransCainada . boosts
Keystone XL cost
nearly 50% to $78
By NIA WILLIAMS
Reuters ·

TransCanada Corp., Canada's
No. 2 pipeline company, on
Tuesday raised estimated capital costs for its controversial
Keystone XL project to $7.02
billion from an
initial projection
of $5A billion,
citing lengthy
delays.
Keystone XL,
which would
carry as much
as 830,000 barOBAMA
rels per day of
Alberta oil sands

crude to the .U.S.
Gulf Coast, has
been awaiting
U.S. presidential pennit for
more than six
years amid bitter
opposition from
environmental
GIRLING
groups.
After the mid-tenu elections
on Tuesday, there may be an
opportunity for lawmakers in
favor of the 830,000 barrel-perday pipeline to force President

Barack Obama to make a· call.
TransCanada Chief Executive
Officer Russ Girling said he
could not predict what effect
the election might have on
Keystone XL, but he hoped
whatever the outcome, a decision on the project could be
made quickly.
"Suffice to say that we are
supportive of any process that
can help advance the decision
on the project given that the

environmental review is completed and at this point in time
we are just sitting and waitj,-ig
for someone to say go," he said.
TransCanada last week filed

for regulatory approval of-its
$12 billion Energy East pipeline, which will take 1.1 million
bpd oil sands crude to refineries
and export ports in Quebec and
New Brunswick.
Some of that oil sands crude
is expected t~ be exported via
tanker to tbitGulfOo~t, .N6rtb
America's lhlgestre!ihilig center, but Girling said Keystone
XL remained a more competitive transport option, eVen
with the increased project cost
estiinate.
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iDvoters support minimum wage measum,· Meysfa:ne XL pipeline
By Norlhem Plains News
for Initiated Measure 18, which
South Dakota voters continue to would increase the state's mini1pport an increase in the state's
mum wage from $7.25 per hour to
dnimum wage, according to
$8.50 per hour and tipped work1e Sept. 21 to Sept. 25 Nielson
er's wages from $2.13 per hour
rothers Polling-Northern Plains
to. $4.25 per. hour. It would also
ews·survey.
.
require future wage ·adjustment'< ..
They also support the building of "· In conjunctibn with· cost'Of living c
1e Keystone XL pipeline.
lncreases. Tlllrty-two percent of
Over half the respondents - 53
respondenis said they would vote
>rcent - said they would vote
against the initiated measure

while 15 percent are still unsure.
The September survey does
show a slight rise in oppoSition
since the July NBP survey. The
July results were 52 percent "for,"
28 percent "against" and 20 percent "unsure . "
While 69 ):Je~Geilt' 9fDe.moc;r~\~
support the measure, with 16
percent against and 15 percent
"unsure," only 39 percent of

Republicans now say they will
support it, with 44 percent against
and 17 percent "unsure."
The NBP/NPN statewide survey
also asked about the proposed
Keystone pipeline. Slxty-four per• cent of respondents say they sup. P<)rt cqnstructiRn of the,pipeJin~; ..
24 percent oppose it, 7 percent
are "unsure," and 5 percent have
not heard of it. Seventy-seven per-

cent of RepuWicans and 49 percent of Democrats support it.
Nielson Brothers Polling, an
Independent company based in
Sioux Falls, conducted this South''
Dal(Ota survey of likely voters
from Sept. 21 to Sept. 25. NBP is
releasing its findin~ in conjm1c.-_
tion with Northern Plains News, ·
an online news and distribution
service Jn Harrisburg.
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Voman donates to rail rehab project
By Republic Capitol Bureau
PIERRE -A PreSho
>man donated $10,000
ward the project to rehalitate the state-owned railad line from Chamberlain
PreSho.
Norma Johnson presented
e money to Gov. Dennis
rugaard on Wednesday.
ie federal Department

of Transportation recently
"This is a very generawarded a TIGER grant of
ous thing," Daugaard told
$12.7 million toward the
Johnson. She replied, "I
project.
sure want to see that railThe Legislature appropriroad .go."
ated $7.2 million, the state
The last loaded train left
Railroad Board agreed to
· Presho on the line in 2007.
loan $7 million and another
The line is known as the
$1 million was raised from
Mitchell-Rapid City railroad.
local producers and agriculIt currently has se1vice- from
tural groups.
Mitchell to Chamberlain.

Person found dead in lake Andes

:~\-:::go~_:,i;.i9nn-Law1er.s1.--*:Mi1che11
BARGAIN SH-OW!NGs-USTEDIN(Yt

By The Daily Republic
LAKE ANDES - Charles Mix County Sheriff's
Office responded Monday afternoon to a call of an
unattended death in Lake Andes, meaning no one was
present to witness how the person clied.
Deputy Neal Moad said Wednesday the call came
in Monday afternoon and the person was found Jn a
house in Lake Andes, but would not release. any more
details. He said an autopsy has been performed and
law enforcement is awaiting results.
Moad said officers are not releasing the person's
name 'at this time as it is an ongoing investigation.

Harvest Fest
Join us for a weekend of
pumpkin painting.
And check out our bake sale. ·
Saturday & Sunday, Oct. 4-5
1-4p.m.

Fun for the whole family!
Loca1et1 al; Hanteiman's P11mpkin Pati>h
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Regular Engagement Starts Frlday_;I
Fri: at (4:15), 7:20 & 9:30.
Times good Tfu.rrSday, Oct. 2 OnTy.
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"AWALKAMONG
THE TOMBSTONES"

R

Today at (4:05), 7:10 & 9:40.

"THIS IS WHERE
I LEAVE YOU" '

Today at (4:15), 7:20 & 9:35.

"THE EQUAtrzER" R
Today at (4:00), 7:00 & 9:45.
Scl!Y,No"-.

"MAZE RUNNER"

PG-13

Today at (4:10), 7:15 & 9:45.

"BOX.TROLLS"

PG

Today in 20 at (4:20) & 7:05.
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The Family of Howard Fett
would like to thank everyone for
their prayers, memorials, food
and visits during this difficult
time. A special thank you to
Pastor Milbrandt and Mary tor
their many visits and support.
We appreciate everyone's
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morning, but lllaalid said tbe 11ower-filled field offered a valuable resting spot for the Monarch butterflies,
which are in the process of an annual migration and are.now headed far
to the south to mountain forests in
central Mexico.
"I suspect it was such a magnet
because there is just not a lot bloom-
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Continued from Page A1

1.

"If we put it on his desk, the broad
support nationally for the Keystone
pipeline, as well as the pressure he
will get from the lmions, will provide
significant pressure on the president," Barrasso told Reuters.
TransCanada's pipeline, first
proposed six years ago, is a rallymg
point for environmental groups
opposed to increasing production of
oil sands crude, which they say is
high in emissions linked to climate
change. They have urged Obama to
r<:ject the company's application at
the State Department to build the
1,180-mile cross-border line. The
administration has delayed making a
decision.
Energy industly executives say
stopping the pipeline will not slow
Canadian crude from reaching the
' world market and will prolong U.S.
reliance on imports from less stable
suppliers.
As stand-alone legislation, it would
force Obama to either approve or
reject the long-stalled plan. Attached
to a must-pass but unrelated bill,
it would put Obama in the uncomfortable position of either vetoing
important legislation or accepting a
congressional measure.
!tis not uncommon for the U.S.
Congress to pass legislation that
contains unrelated provisions. Such
measures have a better chance of
being included in uurelated bills if
they are broadly popular or have
.. tlie ha('king of House and Senate
leaders.
·Repu]Jlican Sen. John Hoeven, an

U.S. stocks fell shaiply. Airline
· · and hotel company shares
·dropped over con•· cems that Ebola's
spread outside
Africa might curtail
()'ave!. Drugmakers
with experimental
)thola treatments
'o;:W
JJ;J.e
pipeline saw
, ___ ,--·c-· ··--

pays producers to take environmentally sensitive farmland out of
production to control soil erosion,
improve wa\er quality and enhance
wildlife habitat.
The number of CRP acres in
South Dakota has fallen from about
1.56 million acres in 2007 to about
937,000 acres earlier this year, a

between the flowers nearby, Blaalid
stressed the importance of having
diverse species of plants and wildlife, ..
as well as CRP.
"Obviously, it's doing a lot more
than just helping pheasants," he
said. "Having grass an.d flowers are
important for all species, even but-

Energy Committee member from

for them to undo other key Obama

terflies."
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least 57 votes for Keystone now and
he expected to have more after the
mid-tenns.
"We'll be able to pick the vehicle,
and we'll have the 60 votes.'We'll
just attach it and pass it," Hoeven,
who has sponsored several Keystone
bills, told Reuters.

as the

tives, such
Envrriii:imerital •
Protection Agency's plan to curb carbon pollution from power plants.
A path to Keystone could be rocky,
though. Obama has said he will only i)
approve a plan that does not signift- .
cantly exacerbate climate change. .'"
And it is unclear whether he would ;,'
iisk his environmental legacy by
·;
signing a Keystone bill or opt to veto , :
Six years and counting
and wait for the State Department .>J
So far, past Senate action on the
to make a recommendation on the , 11
pipeline 11as ·cons'.LSted of successful
project.
'"
Energy Committee votes, attempts to
Spearheading any effort to force ••> ·
attach approval to a now-dead ener- ·the president's hand would be lhe »11
gy efficiency proposal and symbolic
presumed leader of a Republican- r!.
measures.
controlled Senate, current Minority
The Senate in March voted 62-37
Leader Mitch McConnell, from
in favor of a non-binding Keystone
coal-producing Kentucky. Energy
proposal attached to a budget resolu- policy would also probably be sheption, giving hope to pipeline backers
herded by Llsa Murkowski from
that bipartisan support would be
oil and gas-rich Alaska, who is
."
strong for an actual approval of the
expected to lead the Senate Energy · 1
project.
Committee if Republicans take conIn June, Democratic Sen. Maiy
!J:ol.
Landrieu, the cun·ent head of the
Her agenda would start with areas
energy pai1el, passed a bill out of
where there is bipartisan support
the committee to approve the pipesince "whatever the Senate passes
line by a 12-10 vote, but Reid never
has to pass both the House and the
brought it before the full Senate for
president's desk;'' spokesman Robert
a vote.
Dillon said.
,,
More than 60 percent of the pubMcConnell, who is locked in a
,,·,;
lic and nearly half of Democrats
tight re-election race, has pledged, if.. 1
support the pipeline, according to a
he becomes leader, to eliminate pro,; 1
March Pew Research Center poll.
cedural hurdles that have prevented ·
The Laborer's International Union
the Senate from debating and voting
of North America and the leader of
on bills.
the AFL-C!O, the largest US. labor
iclfwe have a new majority next :t'.!
federation, both support it, saying it
year ... the Keystone pipeline will be ' "
would create union jobs.
voted on," McConnell told reporters
Keystone makes a good goal for
recently.
Republicans since - even with a
"I will be the one setting the agenslim majority - it would be difficult
da."

with bodily fluids like blood or
saliva, which health experts say
limits its potential to infect others,
unlike airborne diseases. Still,
the long window of time before
patients exhibit signs of infection,
such as fever, vomiting and diarrhea, means an infected person
can travel without detection.
While past outbreaks killed as

Several leading U.S. airlines
said they were in close contact
with federal health officials about
Ebola-related travel concerns.
On Wednesday, officials repeated a call to health care workers to
be vigilant in screening patients
in the United States for possible
signs of the virus.
"If you have someone who's
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Energy unleashed
Building Keystone XL pipeline a step
· to North American independence
By REP. KRISTI NOEM
Today, it is a reliable and affordWith conflicts arising .in eJ)Btgy-1ich able fuel that has moved us toward
areas of our world, theimportance of mote energy-efficient utilities. Those
North AmeriGal1 enetgyli:id~pendence advancements weren't possible lIDtil
to our wallets, economy.iindnational
Washtngton stepped out of the way
security incr~ases every da)'.
and allowed companies to
Last week marked six years
explore for natural gas.
since pennits were first filed
Over the last few years, I've
worked to provide similar
to construct the Keystone XL
pipeline, a critical channel
opportunities for other sectors
of the energy industry. I'm .
when looking to achieve a
more ablIDdant, affordable and
proud to have led efforts in the
secure energy supply.
House to extend tax credits for
I am a strong supporter of
wind energy.
NOEM
I've fought back EPA regulathe Keystone XL pipeline.
Moving oil by pipeline has
tions that thl'eaten to increase
electricity costs for hardworking
shown a number of public
families living paycb.e_ck to paycheck.
safety benefits. Doing so could also
pti!Ioll"off"tllerafiloalis, thereoy-allow- -And1'Ve\Fo!M for legffilatfon llia't'
mg rail companies to focus bh movibg would improve America's "energy infraour commodities to market. The U.S. structure so we can better use upgradState Department has confirmed the
ed technologies.
Our economy and our security are
pipeline's construction will. have no
reliant on an energy supply that is
major climate impact. And the construction of the Keystone XL promises accessible, abundant and affordable.
to create thousands of jobs.
Without North American energy indeI have co-sponsored the Northern
pendence, countries like Iran, Russia
Route Approval Act to move the projand Venezuela can manipulate the
ect fonvard. I've written to Secretary
.inarketphice, uSi..ng energy as a politiof State John Kerry requesting he
cal weapon against us and our allies.
support the immediate approval of the · Meanwhile, many believe some of the
pipeline.
beneficiaries of our Middle East oil
I've also joined more than 145
purchases could be using revenues to
members of Congress in reaching out fund terrorist activities and organizato President Barack Obama to encour- tions.
age immediate approval. The admin:isWe sh01tld be powered by American
energy. Relying on imports from
tration and U.S. Senate have refused
to advance the project.
Russia and Iran l!h1ot only inefficient,
Moving forwal'd on the Keystone XL but a foolish risk to our economy and
pipeline is only part of what is necessecurity.
Constructing the Keystone XL pipesary to achieve North American energy independence. I, believe we need an line is step one. It will help us transall-of-the-above energy solution that
port North American energy resources
more affordably arid in a more enviincludes natural gas, wind, biofuels,
clean coal, renewable energies and
ronmentally-conscious \vay. But we
domestic oll.
must also focus on the larger effort of
To accomplish this, energy inn ovagetting WaShington out of the way of
tors need Washington to get out of the energy innovators. We have the potenway and stop burying American energy tial; it just needs to be unleashed.
- Kristi N01Jm, a Republican, is
opportunities in red tape, taxes and
mandates.
South Dakota's lone representative in
Consider the natural gas industry.
the U.S. House. ·

1

Keystone XL operator to seek PUC~s recertification
By Regina Garcia Cano · the commission. The three commis· AP - The operator of the long-de- sioners will determine the process to
.
layed Keystone XL crude oil pipeline recertify the pipeline.
The proposed project woUld transsaid Thursday it will ask South Dakota's utility regUlators to recertify port oil from Canadian tar sands
the portion of the project that runs through Montana and South Dakota
through the state before the end of to Nebraska, where it would connect
the month.
with existing pipelines to carry more
The president of Keystone Proj- than800,000barrelsofcrudeoiladay
eels for TransCananda Corp., Corey to refineries along the GUlf coast.
Goulet, said the state's Public UtiliAdvocates say it will create thoutles Commission must re-certify that sands of jobs and aid energy· ind&'
the conditions for construction of pendence, but environmentalists
that portion of the nearly 1,200-mile warn of possible spills and say transpipeline have not changed .since the porting oil will eventually ccihtribilte
permits were issued four yliars ago.
to global warming.
·
Gouletsaid.thecompanywillsubThe State Department said in a
mil the petition S~pt.15.
Jan. 31 report that building the .pipe"What we are ~?lnil is providing a line would not significantly boost
petition that sho\vs thllt if anything, . carbon emissions because the oil was
the conditions are better than they llkelytofinditswaytomarketbyoth-

bate over carbon emissions, drilling
policies and tax breaks for energy
companies.·
"I think the average person in
Ainerica and South Dakota supports
this project," Goulet said. "There
is a mlµority of people. that kind of
ftmdamenta!Jy oppose. this project
because it's asso.ciated with energy
from hydrocarbons/'
GoUlet said the,project would generate $20 million in taxes per year for
the counties throughwhich the p!peline woUld run, as well as 4,200 jobs
in the state and about $200 million in
wages associated :\'lith those jobs.
TheObamaadministrationsaidin
April it was putting off its dEicislori
on whether to approve the pipeline
indefinitely. A decision now isn'fexpecteduntilaftertheNovemberelec-
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!)ave improved in part .b,ecause of .. er environmental problems thaµ if ;reagy to begin cop.struction in the;
nearly 60 .stipulations that the fed- the Keystone XL pipeline were b'iiiit J.ast quarter of 2015 should the ptojeral goveriwient in)posed · on the
The project has become a major eel receive presidential approval at
project sincettw:is·fi\!S"t approved by flashpoint alongside the larger de- the beglnning of next year.
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Keystone XL operator to

seek PUC's recertification
By REGINA GARCIA CANO
Associated Press

SIOUX FALLS~ The operator
of the long-delayed Keystbne XL
crude oil pipeline said Thursday it
will ask South Dakota's utility regulators to recertify the portion of the
project that runs through the state
before the end of the month.
The preSident of Keystone
Projects for TransCananda Corp.,
Corey Goulet, said the state's
Public Utilities Commission must
re-certify that the conclitions for
construction of that portion of the
nearly 1,200-mile pipeline have not
changed Since the penniis were
issued four years ago.
Goulet said the company will submit the petition Sept. 15.
·
"What we are doing is ptoviding a
petition that shows that if anything,
the conditions are better than they
were previously," Gotilet said, adding that the construction conditions
have improved in part because of
nearly 60 stipulations tbat the federal government imposed on the
prqject sinCe it wa:s fu·st approved
by the commission. The three commissioners will detennine the process to recertify the pipeline.
The proposed project would
transport oil from Canadian tar
sands through Montana and South
Dakota to Nebraska, where it would
connect with existing pipelines to
carry more than 800,000 ba!Tels of
crude. oil a day to refineries along

the Gulf Coast.
Advocates say it will create
thousands of jobs and aid

energy

independence, but ehviro4tnental:
ists warn of possjble spills an!'.! say
transporting oil )'l'ill evehtlfally contribute to global wanning'
The State Department said in
a Jan. 31 report that building the
pipeline would not sigtiificantly
boost carbon emissioriS·,b.ecause
the oil was likely to finch(s way to
market by other means: lt &ldded
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t,hat traJ)sporfu)!; .it py raiJ9r trud<
W?UldC)>Use, greater em>irOfl)llerital •.
probl~ms than if the K~ystcmeXIL··
pipeline were built Th"'pi?oject hiis ·
become a major lfa~poiiit along:,
side the debate over carbon emis'
sions;
di;illing

polities
and:tax ·
brea.I<s for
energy
firms.'

Keystone and its discontents
The American people largely support the Keystone XL
Pipeline, which would transport oil 1,179 miles from the oil
sands of Canada, through a 36-inch-diameter pipeline,
southward as far as Texas to
oil refineries in the Gulfof
Mexico. A 2014 study by the
Pew Research Center in _

Washington showed 61
percent of the public in
favor of the project, with
only one of seven political
groups- "solid liberals" opposed.
The pipeline is slowly
being built in phases
throughout U.S. states. But
why, after six years of
wrangling, is the project
still languishing for final
approval in Washington?
Because the pipeline
crosses an internatiohal border, the State Department and

president must approve the project. The environmental
lobby and donors see the pipeline as leverage to hold
President Barack Obama to their interests, disregarding the

majority of the American public.
The $7 billion project "would reduce America's reliance on

Middle Eastern oil suppliers, provide jobs for veterans and
improve national security," then-American Legion National
Commander Dan Dellinger said in February. The Legion has

passed resolutions in favor of the pipeline, predicting that it
would create 20,000 jobs immediately and an additional
118,000 jobs in adjacent industries.
Canada - the top oil exporter to the United States, the
third-largest reserve of oil in the world and arguably the
closest U.S. ally - is waiting to build the pipeline. It would
transmit up to 830,000 barrels per day, including crude from
the Canadian oil sands as well as oil from the Bakken deposit
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in Montana and North Dakota. At present, crude oil from the
Bakken travels by truck and rail to refineries and markets on
the East Coast. Several train-car accidents have caused fires
and dozens of deaths in
recent years, raising major
safety concerns.
Keystone XL would start
in Hardisty, Alberta, and
extend south to Steele City,
Neb., with further
extensions to Nederland,
Texas, to the south and
Patoka, Ill. It could possibly
include pipeline shortcuts,
links and extensions in the
booming oil region of North
Dakota. Three phases of the
project are already
approved at state levels. The
""•"" fourth - a bullet-like pipeline
going from Hardistyto
Steele City- is awaiting U.S. government approval.
The main obstacle has been president/al approval
because of environmental concerns. In January 2012, Obama
rejected the application to finish the project because of
protests by environmentalists about Nebraska's Sand Hills
region. TransCanada Corp. adjusted the route to minimize
the impact, and Nebraska Gov. Dave Heineman approved
the plan in January 2013.
Environmentalists and key Democratic donors continue to
rally against the project, seeing it as a battle for leverage
over the Obama administration's environmental policy.
Some think the pipeline could leak and affect groundwater
and cattle, despite TransCanada's assurances of the
pipeline's high-tech safety features.
In April, Obama extended the review of the pipeline
project until at least after the Nov. 4 midterm elections.
- Paul Glader
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Canada tries turning up the heat on
Obama as Keystone remains stalled
By THEOPHILOS ARGITIS
and ANDREW MAYEDA
Bloomberg News

NEW YORK - Canadian
Prime Minister Stephen
Harper's government, which
has failed to persuade
President Barack Obama
to approve TransCanada's
Keystone XL, moved
Wednesday to turn up the heat
on the U.S. administration.
Finance Minister Joe Oliver,
Natural Resources Minister
Greg Rickford and Foreign
Affairs Minister John Baird
traveled to New York this week,
arguing that Obama has unfairly entangled the $5.4 billion
pipeline with U.S. politics.
According to Oliver, Canada's
intention is is to keep the issue
alive with the U.S. public and
business.

"This is a democracy, and
I'm sure the government listens to the people," Oliver said
in an interview at Bloomberg's
New York headquarters.
The issue has become
the biggest bilateral irritant
between the world's two largest trading partners, fueled
tensions between Obama and
Harper and threatens Canada's
ability to develop its oil resources.
The proposed pipeline, which
would transpmt crude from
Alberta's oil sands to refineries
on the Gulf Coast, is in its sixth
year of review by Obama. The
latest delay came in April, with
Obama's administration giving
federal agencies more time to
comment. Thatfurther stalled
a project first proposed in 2008
and originally intended to come

---·------------------~

online in 2012.
"It's not going to vanish as a
business issue for those who
are going to be directly impacted" in the U.S., Oliver said.

"There's a real sense this is a
very unhappy delay."
The official U.S. position
is that the administration is
making every effort to ensure·
it adequately consults on the
pipeline. Canadian officials
claim Obama is deliberately
delaying approval of the project
to assuage environmentalists.
"We feel entitled to say, 'Wait
a minute, this isn't right, this
isn't fair,'" Oliver said in the
interview.
Messages left at the State
Department and White House
seeking camment on the
Canadian officials' statements
weren:t immediately returned.-

Whatever its environmental
impact, Keystone's political implications loom large.
Republicans and Democratic
candidates for U.S. Senate
who are running in key energy states, such as Alaska and
Louisiana, are pressuring
Obama to approve the project.
Delays have frustrated Harper,
who has made the construction of energy infrastructure a
national priority. Harper, who
faces elections next year, has
been criticized by the opposition Liberal Party for bungling
the file.
At a meeting on Monday
in New York organized by
Goldman Sachs, Canada's
Baird said the U.S. was intentionally delaying Keystone for
political purposes, unde1mining
the 'interests of a key ally.
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US corrects Keystone pipeline study
estimate of rail deaths, other errors
By PATRICK RUCKER
Reuters

WASHINGTON -The
U.S. State Department on
Friday corrected several
errors it made in a key study
evaluating the impact of the
proposed Keystone XL pipeline, including an understatement of how many
people could be killed on
railroad tracks if the project
were rejected and oil traffic
by rail increased.
The department said,
however, these corrections
had "no impact" on the
integrity of the conclusions
of the January report, which
played down potential environmental consequences
of TransCanada Corp.'s
Canada-to-Texas project.
The Obama admirtistration
has not yet decided whether
to approve the project.
The January report determined that blocldng the
controversial pipeline could
increase oil train traffic and
lead lo an additional 49 injuries and six deaths per year,
mostly by using .historical

Reuters photo

A TransCanada Keystone Pipeline pump station operates outside Steele City, Neb., on March 10.

injury and fatality statistics
for railways.
That finding was a small
element of a broader examination of how building the
pipeline could impact climate change, endangered
species, quality of life and
other issues.
But the report mistakenly
used a forecast for three
months of expected accidents rather than full-year

figures, officials said. The
correct estimate of deaths
should be roughly four times
as large - between 18 and
30 fatalities per year.
Officials also revised a
footnoted reference to how
much electricity would be
needed to power pumping
stations along the route of
the pipeline that would link
Canada's oil sands region to
Texas refineries.

Running at something
less than full capacity, the
pumping stations would not
require as much .electricity
.,..-- and so tax power plants
less - than originally reported. Revising that footnote
has no impact on t.lie State
Department's estimation of
expected greenhouse gas
emissions tied to the pipeline, a spokesperson said.
"It is common practice to
publish an errata sheet that
notes _and. corrects errors in
voluminous technical documents such as environmental impact statements," the
State Department said.
"The Department has
reviewed each of the items
listed in the errata sheet
and has determined that
they have no impact on the
integrity of, or the conclusions reached in, the (final
report)."
The State Department also
published several dozen public comments that had not
been induded in the roughly
2.5 million it received and
previously disclosed.
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Shale Boom Has US Production Surging
By Mark Shenk

Bloo111berg ~letvs
U.S. crude production
climbed to a 28-year high
in May as the shale boon1
moved the world's biggest oilconsu111ing country closer to
energy independence.
Output rose 78,000 barrels a
day to 8.428 million in early
May, the most since October
1986, according to'· Energy
Inforn1ation Adn1inistration
data. The combination of horizontal drilling and hydraulic
fracturing, or fracking, has
unlocked supplies from shale
formations in the central
United States, including the
Bakken in North Dakota and
the Eagle Ford in Texas.
"This is an incredible phe-

nomena t11at looks set to continue," John Kilduff, a partner
at Again Capital. a hedge fund
that focuses on energy, said by
phone. "There's a long \Vay to
go before \Ve explore and
exploit all of the shale deposits
out there.''
The United States met 87%
of its energy needs in 2013, and
90% in Dece1nber, t11e most
since n1arch 1985, according to
EIA, the statistical arm of the
En€rgy Depart111ent.
Crtide output \vill average
8.46 inillion barrels a day this
year and 9.24 million in 2015,
up from 7.45 million last year,
EIA said. Next year's projection would be the highest
annual average since 1972.
EIA forecasts that the gain in
production at shale fields will be
augmented by greater offshore

Some 8.46 million barrels of U,S. crude oil will he produced
each day this year as a result of horizontal d.tilling and fracking.

output this year and next. Cmde
output in the waters of the Gulf
of Mexico will climb by 150,000
barrels a day in 2014 and by an
additional 240,000 barrels in
2015,after four consecutive
years of declines, EIA reported.
Energy Secretary Ernest
Moniz said that the 1nis1natch
between rising producti.on_ of
light oil in the United States
and the country's refining ability is driving the debate over
whether to lift a ban on crude
exports. The crude unlocked
fron1 shale deposits is too low
in density to be abs.orbed
entirely by the U.S. refilling
syste1n, Moniz told reporters.
"The driver, or the consideration, is that the nature of oil '\ve
are producing may not be well1natched to our current refine1y capacity," Moniz said.
The remarks highlighted
pressure to overturn 1975 legislation that bars exports \Vhile
U.S. production rises and
inventories S\Vell. Sen. Lisa
Murkowski of Alaska, the senior Republican on the Energy
and Natural Resources Committee, said in a Jan. 7 speech
that she supports changing the
export rules.
"This increases the pressure
on the u. s. to finally allow for
the export of crude," Kilduff
said. "The U.S. could be a
major player in the global
export 1narket.
Production gains helped send
U.S. inventories to 399.4 million barrels in the Week ended
April 25, the most since the
EIA began reporting weekly
data in 1982.
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OPINION

Stopping Keystone Ensures More Railroad Tank-Car
Spills
Pipelines in the U.S. carry 25 times more oil than tank cars do, yet derailments are by
far the biggest threat.
By TERRY L. ANDERSON
May 13, 2014 6:43 p.m. ET

The Keystone XL Pipeline got another nail in its coffin Monday, in the form of a Senate energy vote that
excluded the pipeline issue. But Keystone was already near death thanks to the Obama's
administration's recent decision to ignore the evidence of a definitive government study-and instead
keep listening to environmentalists' dubious claims. The upshot will be more political fires in Washington
caused by train derailments in the absence of a pipeline to transport oil more safely.
After the derailment in downtown Lynchburg, Va., on April 30, approximately 30,000 gallons of Bakken
crude oil burned or spilled into the James River. On May 9, a derailment north of Denver spilled another
6,500 gallons of oil, which was contained in a ditch before reaching the South Platte River. Fortunately,
unlike in the 2013 derailment in Quebec where a 1.3 million-gallon spili killed 47 people and incinerated
30 buildings, no one was injured in Lynchburg or Colorado.
These and other tank-car derailments are prompting local,
state and federal officials to consider various regulations to
reduce the threats of such accidents, including lower train
speed limits and safer tank cars. Unfortunately, few policy
makers are doing sensible risk assessment.

Workers inspect the scene after several CSX tanker
cars canying crude oil derailed and caught fire along
the James River in Lynchburg, Va Associated Press

Clearly, we are going to continue moving crude oil and
petroleum products from where they are extracted to where
they are needed. When considering whether to approve the
Keystone XL, therefore, the question has to be: Which is
safer, pipeline or rail tank cars?

President Obama's own State Department answered the
comparison question plainly in February. According to the report, pipelines larger than 12 inches in
diameter in 2013 spilled more than 910,000 gallons of crude oil and petroleum products-compared with
1.15 million gallons for tank cars, the worst in decades. Comparing total oil spilled makes it appear, at
first glance, that pipeline and rail safety records are similar. That's only until you factor in that pipelines
carry nearly 25 times more crude oil and petroleum products.
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The State Department report estimates that the Keystone XL carrying 830,000 barrels a day would likely
result in 0.46 accidents annually, spilling 518 barrels a year. Under the most optimistic rail-transport
scenario for a similar amount of oil, 383 annual spills would occur, spilling 1,335 barrels a year.
The report is even harsher on railroads when it comes to human injuries and fatalities. It estimates that
tank cars will generate "an estimated 49 additional injuries and six additional fatalities" every year,
compared with one additional injury and no fatalities annually for the pipeline.
Consider the safety record of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System, which includes the huge 48-inchdiameter mainline pipe carrying crude from Prudhoe Bay, 11 pumping stations, several hundred miles of
feeder pipelines and the Valdez Marine Terminal. The largest oil spill in the system occurred in 1978
when an unknown person blasted a one-inch hole into a pipeline. It leaked 16,000 barrels and had no
disastrous effects.
The debate over the Keystone XL vs. railcar transport can be likened to the safety of offshore vs. onshore
oil production. By putting nearly 60% of potentially oil-rich onshore lands off limits, we have forced
exploration and production offshore. Oil production onshore is safer than offshore just as pipelines are
safer than tank cars. While the Deep Water Horizon oil spill well gushed nearly five million barrels into the
Gulf of Mexico over an 87-day period beginning on April 20, 2010, a blowout in western Pennsylvania in
June (while Deep Water Horizon was spilling) was capped in 16 hours and spilled only a few thousand
gallons.
Similarly, pipeline spills are more easily controlled and cleaned up than are tank-car derailments. With so
many railroads running along waterways and wetlands, 17-mile-long oil slicks, like the one from the
Lynchburg derailment, will be more common. In contrast, the State Department reports that the Keystone
XL would drill under rivers to avoid "direct disturbance to the river bed, fish, aquatic animals and plants,
and river banks." Moreover, between 1992 and 2011, 40% of the liquids spilled from pipelines was
recovered.
Putting the debate over the Keystone XL in this context shows the absurdity of killing the pipeline project.
But the Obama administration appears determined to accept environmental arguments that the pipeline
could leak (even though the likelihood is less than with rail) and that with the extraction and use of oil
from Alberta, Canada's oil sands will increase global warming. On the latter point, the State Department
report again is clear that net carbon emissions won't be much different with or without the Keystone
XL-because the Canadian tar sands will likely be developed regardless of how the oil is transported and
because trains emit more carbon dioxide than pipelines.
Whether the president and other politicians or environmentalists like it or not, oil and gas will be moved
from remote areas in the north to refineries in the south, east, and west or to overseas terminals.
Opponents may take smug satisfaction in raising the cost of energy and discouraging consumption, but
their actions are hypocritical when it comes to saving the environment.
Fish, birds, wildlife-and people-beware.
Mr. Anderson is president of the Property and Environment Research Center (PERC) in Bozeman, Mont.,
and a senior fellow at Stanford University's Hoover Institution.
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Keystone XL Hinges on Railroad Reform;
Obama Administration Suspends Revie'iV
By Jim Snyder
Bloomberg News
The future of the Keystone XL oil
.Jipeline may turn on a century-old
neasure to curb the influence of
:ailroad barons.
If N ebraskas Supreme Court
:lecides Keystone has the sa1ne
egal status as a rail line, it could
:iigger a revievv by the state's Pub.ic Service Co1n1nission. That
Nould push a decision on a project
3.rst proposed in 2008 into the secmd half of 2015 at the earliest, and
.nay force pipeline builder Trans:::anada Corp. to alter the route for
l second time.
"I don't think it's a sure thing by
my means that the PSC will say,
yeal1, we're done,' " and approve
:he existing path, said Sandra
-lellmer, a University of Nebraska
.aw professor who has testified
>efore the state Legislature on regJlatmy authority.
The Obama ad1ninistration an1-ounced April 18 that it was susJending its review of Keystone until
:he legal questions are cleared up.
This enraged backers of the $5.4
>illion project, which is designed to
>ump 830,000 barrels a day of
:Janadian oil sands to refineries on
:he U.S. Gulf Coast and has been
:he subject of intense lobbying
fron1 Ottawa to Washington.
Nebraska Gov. J)avc l-[eii1e1nan
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and taxi cab companies, and opera:..

tors of grain warehouses.
"The whole idea was to give the
power back to the people and to
resist the political influence that
large, iinportant and well-heeled
cOmpanies could have on decision

inaking," Zelhner said.
Landowners opposed to Keystone argue the same philosophy
applies, more than a century Liter,
and that the ability to exercise enrinent do1nain over private property
needs to be granted by regulators,

not the governor.
Nebraska trial judge Stephanie
Stacy iuled in February that TransCanada was a co1nmon carrier like
railroads because it transported
people or goods for a fee.
As such, Keystone XL is subject
to oversight by the Public Service
Cornn1ission exclusively, including
approval of the route, Stacy said,
declaring unconstitutional the Legislature's attempt to give that
authority to the gove1nor.

Attorney General Jon Bruning, a
Republican running to replace
Heinen1an, has argued that the la\v
isn't unconstitutional because it
retains a role for the co1nmission
by letting con1panies apply to it or
the governor.
The court isn't expected to hear
the case until at least Septe1nber.
An opinion could take inonths.
The U.S. State Department cited
(See KEYSTONE, p. 29)
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nrst proposeCl n1 ~Wb mto me second half of2015 at the earliest, and
inay force pipeline builder TransCanada Corp. to alter the route for
a second tirne.
"I don't think it's a sure thing by
any means that the PSC will say,

'yeah, \ve're done,' "and approve
the existing path, said Sandra
Zellmer, a University of Nebraska

la\v professor who has testified
before the state Legislature on regulat01y authority.

The Oba1na adn1inistration announced April 18 that it was suspending its review of Keystone until
the legal questions are cleared up.
This enraged backers of the $5.4
billion project, which is designed to
pump 830,000 barrels a day of
Canadian oil sands to refineries on
the U.S. Gulf Coast and has been
the subject of intense lobbying
fron1 Otta\va to VVashington.
Nebraska Gov. Dave Heine1nan
(R) is asking the state's top court to

reverse a trial i·udge's February
decision that c eclared Calgary,
Albe1ta-based TransCanada a com1non canier like a railroad. As such,
a 2012 state la\v giving the governor autho1ity over Keystone's route
violated a provision of the state's
constitution that gave that power to
tl1e Public Service Commission.
The lower court "got it right," in
finding that a state law granting
Heine1nan the autl1ority to approve
Keystone's path in Nebraska was
unconstihltional, Zellmer said.
Anthony Schutz, an associate professor of la\V at the University of
Nebraska, said that the lower
court's ruling "stands a decent
chance of being upheld."
Because the state's constitution
doesn't explicitly say that the Public
Service Co1n1nission has authority
over oil pipelines, ho\vever, there
may be enough legal leeway for the
court to overturn and cite deference to the legislative process,
Schutz said.
"We didn't have pipeline companies digging across the state," when
the· c0m1nission was added to the.
state constitution in 1906, he said.
The co1nn1ission's origins elate to
the "vave of progressive refor1ns in
the late 1800s and early 1900s
that were designed to ensure people weren't tran1pled in tl1e name
of progress. Legislatures established the boards to regulate
industries dee1ned particularly
important to the public good, and
tried to insulate regulators fro1n
the lobbying of businesses that
had grown into behemoths.
Initially called the Railway
Co1nmission, the five-me1nber
panefs jurisdiction has expanded to
include telecommunications caniers,
narural-gas utilities, furniture n1overs
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,___ in1prove efilciency or add cnjx11_·.ity.
>, you're going to see that re ief b1
congestion. And that in and of itself
will assist in the ability to make
delive1ies in a much more timely
fashion," she said.
A recent report by the American Road and Transportation
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after American RevolutJonary-vVar
Gen. Casimir Pulaski, recognized
in inilitruy circles as tl1e "Father of
the Alnerican Cavalry." It was featured in the opening credits of the
HBO se1ies "The Sopranos."
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lnslee annom1ces $:300,000 in grants to underwrite fuel costs for truckers forced to detour after the
mudslide in Oso, Wash. lie spoke outside the Hampton Lwnber Mill in Darrington on April 25.

Keystone Hinges on Old Railroad Reforms
(Continuedfromp. 25)
the possibility that the Nebraska
court case could result in a new
route as a reason to suspend its
review. The agency is charged
with determining if the pipeline is
in the national interest because it
would cross an international
boundary. Tue delay probably will
enable President Obama to avoid
deciding a contentious issue
before the N ove1nber iniclterm

elections to deter1nine control of
Congress.
If the Nebraska Supreme Court
agrees with Stacy that Heineman

doesn't have the authority to
approve the p~peline's route,
Trans-Canada will have to apply to
the Public Service Co1n1niSsion.
By law, con11nissioners must consult with nine other state agencies
before reaching a verdict within
seven months of receiving an
application. Among the factors

TransCanada CEO Russell Girling said at the company's pipe yard
in Mont Belvieu, Texas, he's "optimistic" Keystone XL will he built.

they 1nust consider are soil per1neability and the distance to groundwater sources, according to a
su1n1nary on its website.
Shawn Howard, a spokesman for
TransCanada, which isn't a party
to the court case, said -the company was confident any "reasonable review" would fine\ the
pipeline poses minilnal environmental risks and should be
approved.
Nebraska's Public Service Com1nission's first iteration was created
by legislation in 1885. Such was
the irnpo1tance of its role that the
Legislature added its authorities
to the state constitution in 1906.
Progressives started \Vith the
idea that "business corrupts politics" and worked on "institutional
ways to try to curb this influence,"
said William Novak, a law professor at the University of Michigan
who has written about the history
ofregnlation ..
The initial target was railroads,
he said.
"The railroads changed everything from the 1noment of their
inception before the Civil War, but
then they exploded as big businesses after the War," Novak said.
"It would probably be impossible
to overstate their significance."
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Heineman

Edward Balleisen, an associate
professor of history at Duke University in Durha1n, North Carolina, said legislatures created the
co1nmissions because the issues
involved were highly technical and
believed their ongoing work
"should be at least partly insulated
fro1n the nor1nal give and take of
electoral politics."
In a brief filed with the state
Supreme Court, Bruning argued
that the trial judge set too low a
threshold for taxpayers to bring
court challenges to state legislation. Bruning also argued that not
all crude oil pipelines qualified as
common car1iers falling under the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Public
Service Com1nission.
TransCanada already has had to

alter Keystone's route to eaSE
concerns in Nebraska. State offi.
cials -.including Heineman objected that the original pathway threatened the Ogallalo
aquifer, which provides drinking
water for 1.5 inillion people and
h1igates ahnost half of Nebraska'~
cropland.
Obama rejected the original
application in January 2012 afte1
Congress set a 60-day deadline f01
a decision. He invited the company to reapply with a different
route.
TransCanada submitted a ne\11.
application that May, charting a
path farther east that t11e
Nebraska Depart1nent of Environ·
mental Quality said avoided the
aquifer as well as a network of
wetlands known as the Sandhills.
TransCanada t6ok advantage of
the law passed a month earlie1
that gave it the option of seeking
approval froin the governor
instead of the com1nission. Heineman, who approved the project
after a state environmental
revievv, criticized the State Department's delay.
"It's tiine for a yes or no decision
on the Keystone pipeline," he said
in an interview with the Nebraska
Radio Network.
The case is Thompson v. Heineman, S-14-000158, Nebraska

Supreme Court (Lincoln).
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Keystone Canadian· oil
shipped to u©s© for years
By Merrill Matthews
Here's a little-known fact: The Keystone pip~line 'sys-.
tern has been transporting oil sands from Canada to U.S.
refiil.eries in the Midwest for three years -- with no major

. leaks and, more importantly, no n1ajor complaints from
environ111enta]ists.

The Keystone pipeline project includes j'our phases.
The I):eystone XL that has received so much media attention is only the last phase.
.
Phase 1 has been operating since 2010, carrying oil
fro1n Alberta across three Canadian provinces and six
..stat¢5:_ to _refinerie::; in-IUinois:--Pl1ase 2·-put a link· con-

necting the Phase 1 pipeline from Steele City, Nebraska,
··--···-----

to Cushing, Oklahoma, a major U.S. oil refining and
storage hub. It went operational two years ago, again
with no major problems or eomplaints.
Phase 3 is currently under construction, extending the pipeline from Cushing to the Gulf refineries in
Texas. President Obama even gave a speech in Cushing
in March 2012-during his reelection bid--praising the
pipeline eJctension as good for the economy.
The Keystone XL, the proposed Phase 4, 'vould btiild
a separate pipeline from .Alberta, crossing only three
states (Montana, South Dakota aod Nebraska), and connecting to the existing pipeline in Steel City
While the Keystone XL wouii l:!ave the. capacity to
deliver more oil--830,000 barrels a day vs. 590,000 for
Phase 1-its U.S. footprint is more than 200 miles shorter than Phase 1.
.
'
Environmentalists complained .that .Phase 4 would
transport oil across· environmentally sensitiVe. areas.- of
Nebraska. Governor Dave Heinemao expressed similar
concerns. So the pipeline ·builder, 'l'raosCanada Corp.,
has proposed to reroute the· pipeline, which satisfied the
governor aod the Nebraska legislature. Even the U.S.
State Department has said the risks are minimal
One reason TransCanada located the Phase 4 route
where it did was to traosport up to 100,000 barrels a day
of U.S. crude oil from the Bakken reserves in N-0rth Dakota aod Montap.a. That meaos the Keystone XL wollld
be shipping high-quality U.S. oil to U.S. refineries.
i\ik Obama has recently turned defensive, c)aiming
that the pipeline won't create maoy permanent jobs, But
pipeline jobs are infrastructure jobs, aod the president is
promoting more infrastructure spending to create jobs.
Phases 1 aod 2directly employed riearly 9,000 workers on U.S. facilities and pipelines. Phase. 3 cunently
employees about 4,000 workers. Those ·aren't debatable
projections; those are· real Americans working at highwagejobs. And the pipeline jobs won't cost the, government a dime. In fact, the government will gain revenue
f:rom t..liem.
The Keystone XL is also a trade-deficit reducer.News
reports say that the U.S. trade deficit declmed by 22 percent in the last quarter, primarily due to importing.less
oil. Rejecting the XL means that much of that Canadian
oil will be shipped to China for refining instead. And
seeing that oil go elsewhere when foreign hot spots like
Syria Cao drive up oil prices or threaten. ilnPPiiesis nots
good idea.
·
Unfortunately, emiironmentalists don't seem to care
about the Keystone XL's econoinfo.merits. They have decided to draw a line in the oil sand at Phase.4. But surely
they know that the U.S, leads the world in refining: If
Canadian oil is going to be refined, and it is, better to do
it under U.S. standards aod quality controls. And U.S.
workers get the benefits.
The fact is that the Keystone XL pipeline is simpry an
extension of ao already existing program that is working
well, creating jobs a:nd expaoding U.S. manufacturing.
It should be an easy, '!lld quick, decision for aoy president concerned about the economy. ·
Merrill Matthews is a resident scholar at the Institute
for Policy lnnot1atum. in Dallas, Texas.
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Senator, ambassador push f9r Keystone XI
Hoeven says energy 'juggernaut' could t1elp in situations like Ukraine':
By MIKE NOWAlZKI
Forum New!? Service

BISMARCK, N.D. - Canada's
ambassador to the United States
joined U.S. Sen. John Hoeven
here Wednesday in making a
renewed push for the Keystone
XL pipeline that awaits President
Barack Obama's approval, promoting it as key to achieving energy
independence and security.
"When you Jook at the opportunity, it makes more sense to take
oil from middle North America
than rely on oil from the Middle
East. We just think it's a no-brainer," Ambassador Gary Doer
said during his keynote address
at a trade and trm1sportation
summit put on by the Central
North American Trade Corridor
Association.
Hoeven, R-N.D., who during
his 10 years as North Dakota's
governor worked clos~ly with Doer
when he was M@itoba's premier,
listed several reasons why he
believes TrmsCmada's Keystone
XL pipeline will win approval this
year -firstly that the U.S. State
Department's 1l:nal Environmental
Impact Statement found that the
project will not have a significant
environmental in1pact.
Doer said those who have
oppose9 Keystone XL because of
envirQnj:pe:ntal concerns about the
tar smd$100 from western C@ada

Forum News Service photo

Canadian Ambassador to the United States Gary Doer, right, talks about the.Keystone XL pipeline with U.S. Sen.
John Hoeven on Wednesday at the Ramkota Hotel in Bismarck, N.D.

argued that t11e oil would stay in
the ground without the pipeline
qonnecting Alberta to Gulf Coast
refineries. But instead oil smds
output has increased and it's

moving to market by rail, which
is more expensive and generates
more greenhouse gases th@ pipelines, he said.
The State Department report
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issued Jm. 31 said denying ilie
pipeline isn't llkely to slow the
pace of Canadian oil sands development, though it did note that
the Cmadian crudes are generally

more greenhouse gas-intensive
than other heavy crudes they
would replace in U.S. refinerie
Doer and Hoeven also highlighted the economic in1pact oJ
the $5.4 billion project. The St:
Department estimates it would
support 42,100 jobs during con
struction and about 50 jobs on<
the pipeline is operating. Obm
has questioned the estimate.
"We believe it just makes
sense to go al1ead with this pip
line. We wmt the president to
choose blue-collm· workers ove1
Hollywood celebrities," Doer sa
The pipeline will have the .ln
tial capacity to transport up to
100 ,000 barrels of Bald<:en cruc
and without it as many as 1,40
additional railcars carrying cru
oil could pass through North
Dalmta and Minnesota daily,
Hoeven said, citing the report.
Sen. Heidi Heitkamp, D-N.D
and Rep. Kevin Cramer, R-N.I
also have called on the preside
to approve the pipeline.
Hoeven and Doer said they t
approval comes before this yea
construction season. If Obama
doesn't approve the project,
Hoeven said senators are work
ing on three pieces of legislatio
designed to overturn his decisi,
- though he noted they wouk
require 60 votes in the Democ:
controlled Senate.

Bill authorizing Keyst:one pipeline
gets panel's OK despite ·veto· threat ·
:

.

·~

By Dina Cappiello
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licans pushed veto,1hreaten1lc;l legislatjon to build
tlle Keysto11e XL oil pipelme through a senate committee Thursday, but
Democrats blocked plans
for. an· imJnecliate. debate
in the fullSenate.
The Energy and ]N'atural Resources committee
movecl the bill closer to
the floor on a 13-9 vote.
Sen .Joe Ma!lchin of West
Virginia, one of six Democrats sponsoring the bill,
was the only committee
Democrat to support it.
The House will vote today
on its version of the bill
and is expected to pass the
measure easily.
A few hours after the
committee voted, Senate
Majority Leader. Mitch
McConnell· sought to be!ii.n S.enate floor debate.on
the ·measure. Democrats
objected, setting. up a test
vote for early nelit week
thatthe bill is expected to
clear easily. •· .
·
. The pipeline bill,. the..
first piece of legislation in
theRepublican~co11trolled

Senate, is on a collision
course with. the ..White
H~use,, and neither side
appeared to be giving any
ground on Thursday. The
new energy committee
chairman,
Republican
Sen. Lisa Murkowski of
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.that durini,i the .two-year
· constructionperiod,about
42,000 jobs would be created, butonly. 3,900 would
be directly related to the
· pjpeline that would carry ·
SUE OGROCKVAP FILE oil from tar sancts in CanaMiles of pipe ready to become part of the Keystone Pipeline wait near Riplej•, Okla. Legislation da to ' the Gulf Coast,
to approve construction of the pipeline passed a key h~rdle in the U.S. Senate Thursday.
where itwould be refined.
Democrats held off;;Qle;o·'
introducing most amendAlaska, urged· colleagues and already are discuss- have minimal impact on ments · Thursday, saving
not to be deterred by the ing other means to get the issues the two sides care them for theSenate floor.
veto threat, reminding pipeline approved.
most abourt. For RepubliBut· in comments that
them that the bill fell just
Prior to the commit, cans, itis. about jobs, and gave a hint of the debate to
one vote shy of Senate ap- tee's vote, McConnell for!iberalDemocrats,itis come, Sen. Bernie.Sandproval when Democrats called on Obama to re, about their concern about ers,. a Vermont indepencontrolled the chamber scind his veto threat.
worsening
climate dent,. offered an amendlast year.
·
"So for a president who change. In the State De- ment that would put the
This time, the bill al- has said he'd .like to see partment's evaluation of entire Senate on record as
ready has enough support
the pipeliI11e, now on hold recognizing that global
to overcome a filibuster: more bipartisan. coopera~ until a Nebra~ka court warming is a threat and
54 Republicans and six tion, this is a perfect op- rules on. the pipeline's thatthe·U.S. needs to tranDemocrats are sponsors. portunity,"
McConnell roule,offic:ialssaidthe tar sition as. fast as possible
sands would be developed away from fossil fuels.
But supporters acknowl- said in a statement.
edge they remain short of
While the $S.4 billion regardless of whether the· But he lost the- attempt to
add the amendment to the
the numbers that woulci be project has be09me a po- pipe!lrie was built. ·
needed to overcome aveto litical lightning rod, it will
The san1e review said bill.
)
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Keystone XL foes use flattery to
SW$Y. Kerry against oil p.ipelin.e
By Bloomberg News
WASHINGTON~

Environmentalists are praising .
Secretary of State John Kerry in
hopes of burying, figuratively speaking, the
Keystone XL pipeline.
Bill Burton, a former press secretary
to PreSident Barack
· Obama who is helpc
ing a coalition of
envir.onmental groups
KERRY
opposed to the project, calls Kerry, "one

of the great climate leaders of his

generation."
Dan Weiss, climate Strategy
director at the Center for American
Progress, put Kerry on par with
e11vironmental icons like the.naturalistJoh11 Muir find anti-pollution

·-------- ·-·..

writer Rachel Carson. Academy
Award winner Jared Leto, along
with other activists, sent a letter last
week urging him to take a stand
against Keystone as he did against
the Vietnam War as a young veteran
in testimony to a Senate committee
in 1971.
"We dare .to believe that.it's not
just ari accident of history that this
recommendation f~s to yoU," the
group wrote.
The accolades are piling up just as
Kerry, who was known as a leader
in the fight against climate change

when he was a senator, takes a' more
direct role in Keystone's review. The
activists want their flattery to get
them somewhere: a recommendation from Kerry that Obama scuttle
the proposed project.
The pipeline from Alberta to
Steele CiVJ, Neb. - most of which

-------------------

at

would be bl.lried a depth of greater
than 3 feet-' has b.ecome a benchmark for environmental gl:oups to
judge the administration's comrirltment on climate change.
At a Feb. 26 press conference with
reporters, Kerry saii( he had intentionally stayed away from Keys(on<;>
so that he.could ne·seen as an
in1P'1rlial. judge as to whether the
project iS in. the national interest. "I want to do it with a. complete
tabula rasa approach," he said,
meanlng he.was looking at it from
a clean slate. Now, he said, 'Tm
entering a Very intenSiye evaluati,On."
Kerry thus far has left it tp deputies to direct the process, including
an environmental review that found
Keystone wasn't likely to increase
the risks of climate change because
Alberta'& oil sands woilld be developed anyway.
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Poll shows strong
support to go on
with Keystone XL
By The Washington Post

Americans support the
idea. of constrticting the
Keystone XL oil pipeline
between Canada and the
United States by a nearly 3 to 1 margin, with 65
percent saying it should be
approved and 22 percent
opposed, according to a new
Washington PostCABCNews
poll.
The fincllngs also show
that the public frrinks the
. massive project, which aLms
to ship 830,000 barrels of
oil a day from Alberta and
the northern Great Plaiils to
refineries on the Gulf Coast,
will produce signilicant
economic benefits. Eighty-

five percent say the pipeline
would create a sigoificant
number of jobs, with 62 percent saying they "strongly"
believed that to be the case.
Nearly half of those interviewed - 4 7 percent - say
they think Keystone will
pose a sigoificant risk to the
environnlent.
. Several poll participants
said they are convinced
the pipeline represents the
safest way to transport the
oil the United States .needs
from a reliable ally,. Canada.
But a liberal minoritymost of whom strongly support the president - said
it will deepen the country's
dependence on fossil fuels.

Both sides in oil line
make final pleas to
persuade government
By Bloomberg News
er to approve or scrap the
long-delayed $5.4 billion
WASHINGTON plan by TransCanada Corp ..
Proponents and critics of
to bring fuel from Alberta's
Keystone XL are unleashing
oil sands to Gulf Coast refina final flurry ofpleas to
- eries.
persuade the government
Most of the more than
on the pipeline, which has
15,000 cotnments submitted
become a flash point in a
through Thursday reiterate
debate over energy developarguments made dming five
ment versus climate protecyears of review.
tion.
Foes said the project
Friday marked the deadwould worsen climate
line to be part ofthe official
change by promoting
review of whether Keystone
devefopment of Alberta's
is in the national interest.
oil sands. Proponents said
After that Secretary of
Keystone would help the
State John Kerry will weigh
economy and boost U.S.
in and President Barack
energy secmity.
Obama will.decide wheth-
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cerns. -

"It's certainly gone through all
the processes," Noem said. "It's

been under years of study and
the route has been moved to
line, which would carry crude
oll from Canada through parts
sefer envITonmental areas."
of Montana, South Dakota and
With many interests at stake
Nebraska and on to refineries
on both sides of the issue, Noem
elsewhere ill the U.S. It has
said, it's hardly a SU..T})tise the
been talked about for years, but
process has taken such a long
definitive .action has been slow
time.
illcommg.
"You've got people on both
"I do believe it will be
sides of the issue and it's been
approved," Noem said in an
pretty contentious over the last
illterview Friday with The Dally
several years," she said.
Republic's editorial board at the
Whatever the outcome, the oil
newspaper's office ill Mitchell.
from Canada will find ~ts way to
"!.don't lmow necessarlly if it
. American refineries whether by
will be approved before this next pipeline, Noem.said, or in trucks ·
election."
and trains.
At this poillt, Noem said, pol"Those are even riskier and
itics is likely more ofa culprit
harder on Our· envirOnment/' she
for the delay than any lingering
said of the latter options.
economic or environmental con-

Straight Talk about the Keystone XL Pipeline
Addressing Myths with Facts

TransCanada takes pride in the relationships we have with more than 60,000 landowners across
North America.

The Keystone XL Pipeline will be buried a minimum of four feet below the surface. Only pump stations
(above) will have piping above ground,

People along the proposed route have been asking many questions about the Keystone XL Pipeline. Many have concerns about the impact
it will have on their land, their communities and on the United States as a whole. As we've been out talking to people we've heard a lot of
misinformation. It's time to set the record straight and provide the facts about this critical piece of energy infrastructure.
1.

Myth: Keystone XL Pipeline will not be a safe pipeline.

3.

Fact: It's clear that Keystone XL will be the safest pipeline
ever built in North America. Keystone XL will use satellite technology
to monitor 20,000 data points on the pipeline's operating conditions.
TransCanada has also voluntarily agreed to 59 new safety procedures to
provide even greater confidence regarding the operating and monitoring of
Keystone XL This includes a higher number of remotely controlled shut-off
valves, increased pipeline inspections and burying the pipe deeper in the
ground. The Department of State, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (Final SEIS -January, 2014) for Keystone XL concluded, "the
incorporation of 59 special conditions would result in a project that would
have a degree of safety over any other typically constructed domestic oil
pipeline system under the current code".

Fact: Oil sands crude is no different than any other heavy crude and
is completely safe to transport through pipelines. Keystone XL will
carry light and heavier blends of oil from Canada and the U.S. Numerous
world-renowned laboratory studies, including a study by the National
Academy of Sciences, have shown that pipelines carrying oil sands oil
are just as safe as other pipelines carrying crude oil. The study concluded
diluted bitumen (dilbit) does not have unique properties that make it more
likely than other crude oils to cause internal damage to pipelines from
corrosion, nor is dilbit more likely to cause spills when compared to other
crude oils.
4.

2.

Myth: Keystone XL will provide little or no economic benefits to the

•

Construction of the proposed project would contribute approximately
$3.4 billion to U.S. GDP if implemented.

•

A total of 42, 1OD direct, indirect and induced jobs throughout the United
States would be supported by construction of the proposed project.

•

Total employment earnings supported by the proposed project would
be approximately $2 billion.

•

Seventeen of 27 counties along the pipeline route are expected to see
tax revenues increase by 10 per cent or more.

Myth: The Keystone XL Pipeline 'is an export pipel'me to China.
Fact: Keystone XL will transport Canadian and U.S. crude oil
to refineries on the Gulf Coast. The U.S. Gulf Coast currently relies
heavily on imports from Venezuela and the Middle East. Growing U.S.
and Canadian production will displace more expensive crude oils from
less stable countries.

United States.
Fact: The Keystone XL Pipeline project will support the creation
of 9,000 construction jobs in the United States - work for
pipefitters, welders, electricians, heavy equipment operators
and many more. The Department of State noted in the Final SEIS
that Keystone XL will contribute to America's long-term energy security,
support tens of thousands of jobs, and provide billions in private sector
investment, earnings and taxes. The Final SEIS report states:

Myth: Oil sands crude is more corrosive than conventional crude and
will cause the pipeline to leak.

5.

Myth: Keystone XL will substantially increase greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions.
Fact: Since 2008, five Department of State environmental impact
studies have consistently shown that Keystone XL will have "no
significant impact on the environment". The most recent Final SEIS
finds that if this project is approved, the public will see fewer spills, fewer
injuries, and fewer fatalities when compared to the alternative of transporting
crude oil by rail. Under any of the scenarios where the project is denied, GHG
emissions from the movement of this oil would actually increase- 28 per cent
more GHGs if all the oil is railed to the Gulf Coast, and 42 per cent higher
GHGs if a combination of rail and new pipelines is used.

~lear David City, Nebraska. Construction Spread SB.
Photo taken June 15, 2009.

6.

Myth: The Keystone XL Pipeline is no longer needed.

Near Da11id City, Mebraska.After restoration.
Photo taken August 25, 2010.

8.

Fact: Today, the United States consumes 15 million barrels
of oil a day (bbl/d) and imports six to seven million barrels
every day - close to 50 per cent of its needs. A 2014 forecast
by the Energy Information Administration (EIA) states that the U.S.
will continue to import six million bbl/d into 2040 to meet its needs.
Americans have a fundamental choice to make: get their oil from a
secure, stable and friendly neighbor in Canada, or continue to import
higher priced, "conflict oil" from the Middle East and Venezuela where American values and interests are not shared or respected.
· 7.

Fact: TransCanada is 100 per cent responsible for responding,
cleaning and restoring the site in the unlikely event of a
pipeline leak. It's our responsibility - as a good company and under
law. If anything happens on the Keystone XL Pipeline, rapid response is
key. That's why our Emergency Response plans are approved by state
and federal agencies, and why we practice them regularly. We conduct
regular emergency exercises, and aerial surveys every two weeks. We're
ready to respond with a highly-trained response team standing by. At
TransCanada, we continually look at ways to improve our system. Since
2011, TransCanada has invested an average of about $900 million per
year in its pipeline integrity and maintenance programs.

Myth: TransCanada will take land from farmers and other
private landowners.

Fact: For a pipeline easement, property ownership never
changes hands. Just like a water, sewer or utility line on most people's
property: when an easement is registered for the pipeline the landowner
always retains ownership of the property and once construction is
complete they continue to maintain the economic right to the surface. The
landowner is able to continue to use the land for agricultural activities.
Easement agreements only provide the right to access the pipeline
right-of-way during construction and for maintenance, once the pipeline
is in operation. With little exception, the landowners will continue to
use their land within the easement and only signs along the pipeline let
people know the pipeline route is there. TransCanada is committed to
treating all landowners who may be affected by our project honestly, fairly
and with mutual respect. All landowners will receive fair and equitable
compensation for land easements granted. TransCanada will work closely
with landowners to identify special circumstances, land restrictions, access
routes and other construction requirements to minimize disturbance to the
land and the environment.

Myth: Landowners are responsible and liable in the event of an oil spill.

9.

Myth: Landowners will have to give back payments negotiated for
e.a.s.~mertts

if _the Keystone XL Pipeline isn't approved.

Fact: Landowners keep the money they received for easements
from TransCanada. We take pride \n the ielationships 'Ne have 1,vith
more than 60,000 landowners across North America.
10. Myth: Once the pipeline is built, TransCanada has no further obligations
to the farmer or private landowner.

fact: Our commitment to landowners doesn't end when the
Keystone XL Pipeline is built- that's when it begins. The safety of
the entire pipeline is our responsibility for as long as it operates, and it's
a responsibility we take very seriously. Once completed, TransCanada will
provide continuous state-of-the-art monitoring to ensure the Keystone XL
pipeline operates safely. We will work closely with landowners to preserve
the land and care for right-of-ways. TransCanada works with environmental
experts and landowners to preserve topsoil and replant with the most
appropriate native grass and plant species to promote rapid reclamation
and erosion prevention. We monitor environmental reclamation for years
following construction, and our job isn't done until landowners and
regulatory agencies are satisfied.
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Oil storage facilities in Hardisty, Albe~a

•

The Keystone Pipeline: a 1,853-mile
(2,982-kilometre), 30-inch pipeline that delivers
crude from the oil sands in Alberta to refinery hubs
in Illinois and Oklahoma. The Cushing Extension
has been in-service since 2011.

•

Cushing Extension: an additional 298-mile
(480-kilometre) pipeline extension between Steele
City, Nebraska, and Cushing, Oklahoma. The
Cushing Extension has been in-service since 2011.

•

The Gulf Coast Pipeline: a 485-mile
(780-kilometre), 36-inch pipeline that connects oil
storage facilities in Cushing, Oklahoma with Gulf
Coast refineries in Texas. The Gulf Coast Pipeline
has been in-service since 2014.

•

B.akken Marketlink and Cushing Marketlink Projects:
provides access for domestically produced crude oil
into the Keystone System.

~!

/
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About the Keystone System
The Keystone Pipeline System is a 3,861-mile
(6,214-kilometre), 30 and 36-inch-diameter crude oil
pipeline system, beginning in Hardisty, Alberta, and
extending south to refining hubs in Illinois, Oklahoma
and Nederland, Texas.

I

COLORADO

The Keystone XL Pipeline: a proposed 1, 179-mile
(1,897-kilometre), 36-inch, 830,000 barrel per
day pipeline running from Hardisty, Alberta to
Steele City, Nebraska.
•

Houston Lateral Project: an additional 48-mile
(77-kilometre) pipeline designed to transport oil to
refineries in Houston, Texas.

When complete, the Keystone Pipeline System wili be
capable of transporting 1.4 million barrels of crude
oil per day to state-of-the-art refinery hubs in the U.S.
Midwest and Gulf Coast.

Contact Us
Toll-free number: 1.866.717. 7473
Email: Keystone@TransCanada.com
Project web page: Keystone-XL.com

Or write to us at:
Canada Office
450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, Alberta
Canada T2P SHI

U.S. Office
2700 Post Oak Blvd., Suite 400

Houston, Texas
United States 77056

TransCanada
February 2014 - Straight Talk about the Keystone XL Pipeline
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INVESTIGATIONS
3 days

Crashed Train Carried
'Keystone Pipeline' Style
Crude Oil
BY LISA RIORDAN SEVILLE

Federal investigators say a freight train that crashed outside Pittsburgh
last week and spilled thousands of gallons of crude oil was carrying
heavy Canadian crude, marking the first U.S. rail spill of the
controversial oil at the center of the Keystone pipeline debate.
A 120-car Norfolk Southern train derailed on a curve in Vandergrift, Pa.,
at 8 a.m. Feb. 13 and crashed into a building. Twenty-one cars left the·
track and spilled from 3,500 to 12,000 gallons of the tar-like crude.
About 75 percent of the spill has been cleaned up, and none entered
the local water supply. No injuries were reported.
Oil production has surged in recent years in both North Dakota's
Bakken region and the tar sands of Canada. Trains have become key
to moving crude out of North Dakota, but a number of explosive
accidents, including one.that killed 47 in Quebec, have sparked calls
for overhaul of the little-regulated "crude by rail."
The proposed Keystone XL Pipeline would move the Canadian tar-

1]

sand-I from 15nada through the U.S. Plains states to the Gulf of
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exico. But the pipeline, which is opposed by environmentalists, has

Q

een delayed, and on Wednesday a Nebraska judge struck down a

law that would have sped up pipeline construction in that state.
BREAKING: Live Video of Protesters Gathering in Kiev's Independence
SquaWithout sufficient pipeline capacity, some of the heavy crude has
begun to move by rail, and regulators from the Federal Railroad
Administration confirmed Thursday that the oil that spilled in
Vandergrift on Feb. 13 was carbon-heavy tar-sand crude from Canada.
Canadian oil, which is much denser than Bakken crude, rarely
explodes but poses other risks, particularly because it sinks in water. A
2010 pipeline breach along Michigan's Kalamazoo River that leaked
more than 1 million gallons of Canadian crude has cost more than $1
billion so far to clean up.
"You can't just start running trains of tar sands all over the place
without doing the work to make sure we're ready for that," said Eddie
Scher, spokesman for the Sierra Club. "And we certainly haven't done
that."
Rail and oil industry representatives have been meeting with
regulators in efforts to come up with better policies to mitigate
accidents and improve emergency response.

"Safety is always our top priority," said American Petroleum Institute
President and CEO Jack Gerard in a statement.
First published February 21st 2014, 10:40 am

LISA RIORDAN SEVILLE
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ederal regulators and the nation's major railroads said Friday that
they had agreed on new voluntary measures to make shipping
crude oil by rail safer, including rerouting trains, cutting their top

speed and increasing inspections.
The agreement between the Department of Transportation and the
industry's trade group, the American Association of Railroads, follows a
series of crashes and derailments in North Dakota, Alabama,
Pennsylvania and elsewhere. A train full of U.S. crude that crashed and
exploded in Lac Megantic, Que. last July killed almost 50 people, and
a train that derailed and burned in Casselton, N.D. in December sent
plumes of black smoke a mile into the air.
"Safety is our top priority, and we have a shared responsibility to make
sure crude oil is transported safely from origin to destination," said
Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx in a statement. "Today's
changes will enhance safety V'thile we continue to pursue our

comprehensive approach focused on prevention, mitigation and
emergency response through collaboration with our partners."
The voluntary measures, which will be rolled out between March and
July, include:
• Slowing trains carrying more than 20 cars of crude oil that also
include at least one old-style tank car to 40 miles per hour as they
travel through some urban areas. The industry currently observes a
self-imposed speed limit of 50 miles per hour.
~ ~~1ore

track inspections

http://www.nbcnews.com/news/investigations/crashed-train-carried-keystone-pipeline-styl... 2/24/2014
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• Enhanced training and planning for emergency responders
Oil train traffic has ballooned from just 9,500 carloads in 2008 to about
400,000 last year, according to the Association of American Railroads
(AAR), because of increased domestic oil production. Much of the
increase comes from the oil boom in the Bakken region of North
Dakota. About 70 percent of Bakken oil moves by rail, in part because
of limited pipeline infrastructure.
But with that increase has come an exponential increase in crashes
and spills. About 1.15 million gallons of oil spilled from trains last year,
according to data from the federal Pipeline and Hazardous Material
Administration. That's nearly double the 800,000 spilled in all the
years between 1975 and 2012, and does not include the approximately
1.5 million gallons spilled in Lac Megantic from a train that originated in
North Dakota.
Critics say safety was pushed to the side as both the rail and oil
industries sought to cash in on the domestic energy boom.
"Regulatory authorities in Canada and the United States all agree that
the crude by rail boom has happened in what is a regulatory blind
side," said Anthony Swift, an attorney with the National Resources
Defense Council, an environmental group. "There's no question that
nationally we need better protections for public safety when it comes
to crude by rail."
Today's announcements, expected in the wake of meetings between
oil and rail industry representatives and federal regulators last month,

IJ

the rWent cr&s.
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e share the Administration's vision for making a safe rail network

Q

ven safer, and have worked together to swiftly pinpoint new
operating practices that enhance the safety of moving crude oil by
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The industry has taken the lead on safety measures as federal
regulators work to catch up.
Several railroads and oil companies have in recent weeks announced
moves to increase safety by mandating the use of safer tank cars,
known as the DOT-111. Last summer an NBC News investigation
revealed long-known problems with the cars.
Read the original NBC News investigation into the DOT-111.
The industry has begun to produce a sturdier version, but tens of
thousands of the older cars continue to transport crude and ethanol.
Canadian Pacific and Canadian National, the country's two largest
railroads, in early February announced they would charge higher rates
to oil companies that used the older model cars. Two oil companies -Tesorr. ~nd 0 BF Cnerrt\/
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entire fleet to the newer cars by April.
This week, BNSF Railway, which owns the majority of the rail lines in
the Bakken region, announced it would acquire its own fleet of 5,000
new tank cars, marking a change in the status quo. Normally, the
shippers own the cars and the railways simply move them, giving
railroads little control over the types of cars that move over their tracks.
The oil industry also said this week that in addition to participating in
these safety measures it will step up testing and labeling of crude,
which recent crashes indicated may have been more dangerous than
previously known.
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- 1 ~1-SBIJ':l(;'TOJ':I ~An unusual c.oaJition oflaWioakers frq!ll b9tl1 pa:ri;_es, iabor
andqi:isir!essleaders,veterarts groµ~s and Cru;i~da:'s

=bassado~to;theUQited

sta:\ii$'j0lner\·forces. 'J;'uesday·td'pl'tsh fo'r quick ;lpprovfil of ·
the, Keystone XL oil pjpeline.
¥ive.D.emocrats jbinecl ·
Repu]Jlicans at a Capitol· . ·
news •conference· to urge
President Barack Ob=a
\o approve the pipeline followmg a State Deparhnent
report ]ast week that raised

no -major :e_nvironmental
objections. The $7 billion
pfpeline would c!arry oil from
tar silid~ ln. western (:;iliada
.ti> refirieries along t\le Texas ·
Gµ]f C6as(. The projepf
has lirigered -for more thru;i five years anc) has become
· a &Jimfol of the political . ,
debate over cliffiatep]Jange.
_ _______ CanatJian Ambassador
Gary.UOer alsospoke a:t the
neW"s eonfefence, along.with

labor union offi.cialS.a..~d-a
r~tfred Navy admiral.

A top

Reute.rs'photo

Demonstrators rally against the. proposed Keystone XL oil pipeline Monday in San Francispo,
Calif.

Sen. Mary Landrieu,
D-La., said the time to
bilild the pipeliile "is now,"
adding that pipelines are.

s·afer and more 8rtvi...ron-

North American .energy

erl~ourage people to raise
the issue with_ candjdi:ltes jn
ihe 2014 elections.
Joining Landrieu and

Lndependence.

iBfu'TOVv' at tJ1e

Pipeline supporters say it

will create thousands ofiobs

-and move the u. s. toward

Foes say the pipeline
nientally friendly than oil
would carry "dirty oil" that
oil industry lobbyislattended that is transported by trains
contribut_es to global warmthe event butdid not speak.
or trucks. Keystone XL,
ing. The S.tate Department
Enfuoninental groups.that proposed by Calgary-based
.- report says oil derived from
opposethe.plpeliilehave
TransCanada Cm;p., not
-tar sands in Alberta generbeen making a lot of "noise," only would create jobs and
ates about 17 percent !llore
Doer said, but polls show boost her sta_te's economy,
it also would "connect two
greenhouse g<is emissiort_s
a)n. ill_•.·on.·cyo_fAme_)'ic__an.s
-·fth··-· a:lli. ·th.
than traditional erode. But
- fuyo.rt_b£.proie.CL PipeJJb.e
o __ e strongest . es m e
"
world," Landrieu said. ·
the report.makes clear.that
ili>ilkn~i-its,/nc1udiligmimy
"I.w.ould 8wap Canada_ for
other methods of transport.".D_-_..emp.#atlc
- 1
dayof ...
th ~
ing the oil - including tail,
- fa.wmakers,- say_
Ven,erueaany
RW<).\ili! Gfilty l!eavy oil t)iat
weekand twic_e on Sunday," trucks and barges - would
confyibutesto gl~bal ~added Rep. John Barrow,
release more greenhouse
fingi'I'hey also worry about
D-Qa;, another pipeline sup- gases than the pipeline.
,( spjlf
porter.
Tl!e news conference in
·-.. I)O,~r urged Obama to
A report released Friday by support of the pipeline came
"ch6ose blue.collar workers the State Department cited as environmental activists
over,llollywood _celebri'
no major environmental
held vigils throughout the
ti~s'>
a9ceptcr11de oil
objectfons t? the 1,179-mile
country on Monday to pro',from Canada-c'the-closest
pipelirie, which would carry
test the pipeline, including
l;J,S allY ~over oil from
oilthrough Montana and
one outside the White
-Veney:ueia, Robert Redford
South Dakota tb a hub.in .
House attended by about
. Nebraska, where it would
-250 people.
and Daryl Hannall are
'a:moiig scores of celebrities -. connect with existing pipeOpponents also are sched·who have sPoken,out against - -liries-to get the oil to refiner- uling "pipeline meet-ups"
throughout February to
t)je pij?,eline:
ies bn the. Texas Gulf Coast.

'1#q

Capitol event

Tuesday were Democratic
Sens. Joe Mancbin of West
Virginia, Heidi Heitkamp
of North Dakota and
Mark Pryor of Arkansas.
Landrieu and Pryor face
tough re-election fights this
year in energi>,producing
states where the pipeline is
popuiar and ObanJa is not.
Republican Mitt Romney
easily carried Louisiana and
Arkansas in the 2012 ptesi'
dential election.
'
Landrieu, who is eXpected to become chairwoman of the Senate Energy
Committee later.this month,
said she is "open to whatever needs to be done"
to approve the pipeline,
including use of the project
as a bargaining chip with
Republicans in upcoming
talks over raising the federal
debt limit.

.

.

K(:}ystone.•.···<Janattian ··oil
shipped lJ.S. for years

to

By Merrilll!{atthews
Here's a little-know!l fact: The Ke.Ystone pipeline sys-.
tern J:ia~.h<J\)ntr~sportingoilsani{sfrom Canada to U.S.
refineries in the Midwest for three years -- with no maj~r
. leaks and; more importantly, no major complaints from
environmen'talists.
. .
The KeyStorj.e j:iipt,)line<prj)ject indudes ~ur phases.
The 1$:eyston1' XL that has received. so much .media attentioJ:L is only th., last phase.
··
·
Ph~s~ 1 has be.en operliting since 2010, carrying oil
&0111 J\Ib~rta across three Canadian provinces ·and six
--State~ tci ¥efineries ;n:;l!lii:ioIS.' i'h>isec2;rni:-;, iinl2con~~
necting the Phase 1 pipeline from Steele City, Nebraska,

to. Cushing, Oklah6Jl1a, a major U.S. ~il re~ing and
storage hub•. It went operational two.· years \'go, again
with no major problems or complaints. .. ·. . ·. •.
Phase 3 is currently under construi:tion; extending. the pipeline from Cush:iilg t() tile Gttlf refine~ies in
Texas. President Obama even gave a speech in, Cushing .
in March 2012--during his reelectionhid--praising the.
!lipeline extension as good for the econ,omy. . ·
The Keystone XL, the proposed, Phase 4, would build
a separate pipeline from-.Alberta, crossing only three
states CMontaiia, south Dakota and Nebraska), and con~
necting to thff existing pi!lelille in §tee! City
While the Keystone XL would have the. capacity to
deliver .more oil--830;000 barr,.ls a day Ye· 590,000 for
Phase 1"-its U.S. footprµit is more th.an. 200 miles shorter .than. Phase 1: .
· /
·, · ·· ·
Environl}leiitliiists complruned ,that Phas~ 4 wowd
transp(ll't .oil across environmentally sensitive areas of
Nebraska, Governor Dave Heinffffian e~pressed similar
concerns; So the pipeline builder, Ti-ansCanada Corp.,
. has proposed ttl"rerijute the pij:ieliile;Which: satiSffedthe···g~vernorand the Nebr~ska legislature. Even the U.S.
. State I)eparlment has srud the risk." are minimal
One reason TransCanada located the Phase 4 ro~te
, wh\'re it did wes .to transport up to 100,000 barrels a day
ofU:S, crride oil from thell.aklrnn reserves in.N01th Dakota and Montan~- That means J;he l\:eystor.ie XIAvoU!d
be.shippinghigh-qua.Jity U.S. oil to U.S. rell.neries.
Mr. Obama. has recently. turned defensive, claiming
that the pipeline won't create many permanent jobs. But
pipeliriejobs are infrastructure jobs, and the president is
promoting :rhore ,infrastructure spendillg to create jobs.
Phases .1 and 2 directly employed nearly 9,000 .workers on. U.S~ facilitl~s and pipelines. Phase 3 cunently
employees .ab.o1:1t 4,oqo . worJt~i:_s. _ -'I'h.os~ -~re_n't _ qehati:ible
projections; those are real Americans working at highwage jobs. And the pipeline]obs woI\'t cost the govern. ment a d:im.e. ~ fact; the . gOverilment will ~a_in teVeriue
from.them.
.
·
·
·
The Keystone XL is also a trade,deficit reducer. News
reports say that thelJ.S. trade deficit dec!J;ned by 22 ]lero
cent i.n th!" last quarn,r, primarily due to imp or.ting less
oil. ~ejecting the XL means that much of that Canadian
oil~ill be shipped to China for refinfug instead: And
seeing that oil.go elsewherew.henfo:teigri hot spots)ike
Sytia can drive up oil.prices or threaten supplies is not a
goad idea.
·
·
· UI\fortunately, environmentalist~ don't Seem to care
about the Keystone XL's economic merits. They have decided to draw line inthe oil sand.at Phas.e 4. Bllt surely
they kn0w that the U.S. le11ds the world ill refining. If
Canadian oil is goi:D.g to be refined; ru;id it is, better to do
it lmder U:S. standards. and. gua.Jity controls. And tJ.S.
workers get the benefits.
.. .
. ·.
The fact is that th~ Keyston,eXL pipeline is simply an
extension of an already existing program thatiS working
well, cr.,ating jobs and expanding U.S. Il)anufacturing.
It should be an ea~y, and quick, decision for any president concerned about the econornJ; · ·
MerrillMatthews fa a resident scholar at the Institute
for PolicyJnnoup,tion in Dallas, Texas.
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NYC Group Acquires Maine Railroad
Involved in Deadly July Derailment
By David Sharp
Associated Press
PORTLAND, Maine - A
railroad that went bankrupt
after a fiery oil train derailment killed 47 people last
su1nn1er in Canada 'vas sold at
auction Jan. 21 to a subsidiary of a New York Cityc
based inveshl1ent n1anagen1ent
con1pany.
Railroad Acquisitions LLC, a
subsidiary of Fortress Invest1nent Group, \Von the closeddoor bidding for Montreal,
Maine and Atlantic Railway,
according to one of the losing
bidders. The \Vinning bia
still has to go before a U.S.

,

l

bankruptcy judge in Maine
and a Superior Court judge in
Quebec.
The Fortress subsidiary had
submitted a bid of $14.25 million. A Fortress s_pokesman
didn't im1nediately return a
call seeking con1n1ent on the
auction.
More than a dozen companies
expressed interest in the Dankrupt company. \vhich O\vns

,,

about 500 miles of track in
Maine, Ver1nont and Canada,
although it is unkno\Vll ho\v
many submitted bids.
One bidder, Eastern Maine
Railway, a subsidiary of
Canada-based J.D. Irving, said
it partnered with Springfield
Terminal Railway Co. to bid
for the Maine portions of the
track.

"In the end, the trustee \Vent
forward with a single buyer of
the entire MMA rail\vay line
[Maine, Quebec and Vermont
track]. We look forward to
working with Fortress Investment Group of New York as

The railroad that went bankrupt after this fiery oil-train
derailment last summer in Quebec was sold at auction Jan. 21.
they assuri1e 9peration of the
MMA railway," Wayne Power,
vice president of Irving's transportation and logistics division,
said in a statement. .
_

Chapter 11 trustee Robert
Keach declined to con1meut on

the proceedings, but said previously that tne goal was to
recoup losses for creditors
\vhile keeping the entire rail
line in operation.

In the July derailment, an
unmanned Montreal, Maine
and Atlantic Railway train with
72 oil tankers began rolling
after it was left unattended by
the sole crev.7 1nen1ber. The
train picked up speed and
derailed in do,vnto\vn LacMegai1tic, causing an explosion

ancf fire that destroyed about
30 buildings in the community

10 miies north of the Maine
border.
Proceeds from the con1pany's
sale would be used to repay
creditors and victhns, supple1nenting $25 million in insurance payouts available for
wrongful death, personal
injury, property damage, fire
suppression and enviionment<l!
impact.

Critics say the cleanup alone
will exceed $25 million.
Chop Hardenbergh, editor of
Atlantic Northeast Rails & Ports.
a Maine-based indush1' ne\rsletter. said he \Vaited oUtside the
law offices \Vhere the auction

was held and learned that the
auction took only 40 ininutes.
Fortress has a reputation for
turning around distressed
con1pani8s, he Said.

------------·--------

Backers: Report on rail
risks boosts Keystone XL
WASHINGTON (AP) -A government warning about the dan"

gers of increased use of trains to
transport crude oil is giving a boost
to supporters ofthe long-delayed
Keystone XL pipeline.
U.S. and Canadian accident
investigators urged their governments Thursday to impose new
safety rules on so-called oil trains,
warning that a "major loss of life" ·
could result from an accident
involving the increasing use of

---- --- --,- ------·---·------ -----· ---------·

trains to transport large amounts .of
crude oil.
Pipeline supporters say the warning highlights the need for
Keystone XL, which would carry oil
derived from tar sands in western
Canada to
U.S. Gulf
Coast .
refineries.
North
1

Dakota Sen. Johri Hoeven said the
yearsli:ing review of Keystone has
forced oil companies to look for
pipeline alternatives in. the booming Bakken region of North Dakota
and Montana.

US Officials: More Safety
For Oil Transported by Rail
By Matthew Brown
Associated Press
U.S. transportation officials on
Jan. 16 pressed for con1panies to
con1e up \\ith safer \vays to tr~1s
port oil on the nation's rail lines follo\ving son1e eA-plosive accidents as
crude trains proliferate across
North Ainerlca.
After a closed-door meeting \1rith
oil and railroad executives in \i\1ashington, D.C., Transportation Secretruy Anthony Foxx said the industJ.y
agreed to inake voluntary changes
aiined at accident prevention
within the next 30 davs.

Topping the list

are plans to .ana-

lyze the risks of oil trains that in
recent years began passing regularly through major metropolitan
areas across the United States.
Foxx said. The results could be
used to alter son1e routes, govern1nent officials said. Railroads also
\Vill consider 'vhere oil trains
could be slowed down, to lessen
the potential danger in areas that
pose the greatest threat to public

safetv.
"Tlie industry, if they are motivated, can undertake preventative
steps that will enhance the safety of
the n1ovement of these n1ateria]s
across the countnr," Foxx said.
The Oba1na ad.n1inistration is
under increased pressure to take
action after fie:ry accidents over the
past seven n1onths in North
Dakota, Quebec, Alabama and
Ne\v BrunS\vick.
But a safety advocate said the
proposed ineasures fail to address a
crucial and long-standing problem:
defects in manv of the tank cars
used to haul crucle.
"Just moving the problem around
is not sqlving it," said Karen Darch,
president of the village of Banington, Ill., and co-chairman of a coaBtion of local officials \vho have

pushed for rail safety enhancen1ents. "If you did that, you are creating too high a risk for the area
\vhere [oil trains] 1night· be

rerouted."
The acCidents have revealed- significant gaps in federal oversight of
the rail industry, and en1ergency
officials in cities and to\vns across
America have said they would be
ill-prepared to handle another
derailment.
Under current rules, ship1nents
of most hazardous liquids including
oil do not have to unClergo the lype
of risk studies that \Vere proposed.
Those studies are limited to a
handful of radioactive, mq>losive
and highly toxic chemicals.
The rapid e.\pansion of crude-byrail has been fueled by booming
U.S. production of shale oil, pruiicularly in the Bakken oil patch of
North Dakota and Niontana. Trains
hauling 3 million gallons of crude
per ship111ent to refineries go
through hundreds of towns and
dozens of cities, from Chicago and
Kansas City, to Philadelphia and
Seattle.
Last year, after a runa\vay train
hauling North Dakota crude
deTailed and e)..ploded in the to\vn
of Lac-~Iegantic, Quebec, incinerating 1nuch of the do\vntO\Vll and
killiiig 47 people, the rail industry
adopted voluntary speed rest1ictions for trains hauling hazardous
liquids.
Guidelines issued by the Association of American Railroads in
August capped speeds at 50 mph
for trains hauling 20 or n1ore tank
cars of exude. It's unclear ho\V the
speed reductions proposed Jan. 16
would be different.
E>pe1ts say the same high-grade
qualities that make Bakken oil
attractive to co1npanies also can
make it prone to ignite during an
accident. Regulators \vho have
been analyzing the oil earlier this
1nonth issued a public safety
warning that the light, sweet
crude from the Baklien may be
more flam1nable than traditional
heavy crude.

No1th Dakota Sen. John Hoeven
1lttended the~meeting along with
other n1e1nbers of the state's conm:essional dele~ation. He chru:acferized the results as a "step in the
right direction" but said there \Vas
1nore \Vork to do given projections
that don1estic oil production \Vill
keep growing ru1d companies will
continue 1ndviilg it by rail.
Railroads recently began pushing
for reh·ofits to hnprove the safety
of 78,000 older, defective tank cars
that make up the bulk of traffic
hauling oil and other hazardous liquids. Oil companies that O\Vll or
lease the tank cars have resisted
retrofits tlmt could cost $1 billion.
The oil industry contends defective track, train-on-train collisions
and other 1natters under the
purvie\V of the railroads inake up
the "root cause" of accidents.
During the 1neeting, An1erican
Petroleun1 Inst_itute President
jack Gerard told Foxx that the
best \vay to in1prove safety is "to
keep trains from going off the
tracks," according to a state1nent
from the group.
Govennnent regulators declined to
give a timeline on pending proposals
for tank car safety improvements.
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·Poll: . Canadian support for. Keystone XL d.eclinlng
By THEOPHILOS ARGITIS

Working on the pipeline, eh?

based agency.
·.
. .
The poll adds to evid.ence that a push b
O'ITAWA.~ 'll:ansCanada Corp.'s proenvironmental. groups, aboriginal activists
.,,..,....,.;.,..,..........,_ _,_,__...,,...,.. · and celebrities such as musician Neil
posed Keystone XL pipeline is losing popuYoung opposed to big oil projects may be
lar support in Canada, a development that "
in December from 68 percent in April,
affectiJ1g p11blic opinion. ,P:resident Baracl
could embolden opponents of the prqject,
Obama's government is Jl"'ighing vvhethe1
according to a pol!released Wednesday by while opposition has increased to 40 percent from 28 percent. The survey of 1,000 to approve 'fransCanada's plans. Canadia
Nanos Research Group.
Canadians taken between Dec. 14 and
. Prime Minister Stephe1fHarper 'is.a stron
Canadian su]Jpci;tfor the $5.4 billion
Dec. 16 has a margin of error of 3.1 perproponent of the pipeline, a key part of th
link between Alberta's oil sands and Gulf
Coast refineries has declined to 52 percent centage points, according to the OttawaSee PIPELINE, Page A4
Bloomberg News

PIPELINE
Continued from Page A1
country's plans to find new markets
for its oil.
·The Canadian government "has to
be concerned about the erosion of
approval in Canada, not just in terms
of its Impact iri Canada but also in
tenns of the U.S.," Nik Nanos, president of Nanos Research and Global
Fellow at the Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars,
said in an interview. "Tills has Jmplications for the anti-Keystone movement in both countries."
Keystone is becoming a barometer
for many environmental groups on
Obama's commitment to addressing
climate.change.
The State Department is overseeing the review of the pipeline
because it crosses an international
border. The agency is preparing a
final version of an environmental
review that will assess whether
Keystone would contribute to greenhouse gas emissions, which many
scientists believe are warming the
planet.
A State Department official said
agency will give the
Wednesday

the

North Dakota senators, Canadian
officials talk abo. ut project. A4

public more time to comment on the
pipeline, willch could delay the final
decision.
A Bloomberg National Poll in
December showed support in the
United States was at 56 percent of
respondents. 111at survey also found
that 58 percent said they want
Canada to take steps to reduce carbon dioxide emissions as a condition
for approval.
Canadian oil-sands developers are
counting on Keystone XL to lift heavy
crude prices by connecting them to
the U.S. Gulf Coast, the world's
largest refining center, as they double
production by 2025.
Keystone would ship about
830,000 barrels a day.
Environmentalists are try.ing to
block the line because they say it
wouid encoumge oil-sands development, which releases more of the
carbon dioxide that scientists say is
warming the planet than extracting
some conventional c1udes.
A glut of oil caused by a lack of
transportation options for Alberta
production has led to Canadian
heavy crude selling last year for an
average $24.46 a barrel less than the
U.S. benchmark.

Other proposed pipeline projects
for Albertan oil include Enbridge
Jnc.'s Northern Gateway pipeline to
the Pacific coast that also faces opposition from environmental and aboriginal groups and a sepamte
'fransCanada.pipeline to transport oil
to eastern Canada.
Canada's government has been
staging a public relations battle with
opponents of the nation's oil industry
for years. The latest volley came from
Neil Young, the Canadian folk singer
famous for songs such as "Heart of
Gold" and "Old Man," who held a
press conference and a concert .in
Turonto last week to protest development of the oil sands. He compared
the environmental impact to the
1945 bombing of Hiroshima in
Japan.
That con1palison "is as inaccurate
as itis insulting to victims," Natural
Resource Minister Joe Oliver told
reporters Wednesday on a confer.ence call.
The Nanos poll also found that 94
percent of Canadians have heard of
the project, up from 92 percent in
Aprtl. Of those surveyed, 48 percent
had a positive impression of the project, down from 60 percent in April.

-----------· - - - - - ------------------'·
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Keystone Canadian· oil
shipped to· U.S. for years
By Merrill Matthews
Here's a little-known fact: The Keystone pip~lin~ sys-.
tern has been transporting oil sa.nds from C.anada to ffS.
refineries in the Midwest for three years --with no major
. leaks and, more importantly, no major complaints from
environment81ists.
The Keystone pipeline pr9Jed includes fourphases.
The I):eystope XL that has received so much media attention is only the last phase.
·
Pha.se 1 has been operating since 2010, carrying oil
_ (ron~ ~berta across three Canadian provinces and six
.state~ to-.refineries in-IllinoiSo'Pt1ase-2put a linlccono·
necting the Phase 1 pipeline from Steele City, Nebraska·,

to Cushing, Oklahoma, a major tJ.S, oil refining and
storage h\Ib. It went operational two years ago, again
with no maj 0t problems or complain.ts:
Phase 3 is currently i.hider construction, extending the pipeline from Cushing to. the G\Ilf refineries in
Texas. President Obama. even gave a speech in Cushing.
in March 2012--during his reelection bid--praising the
pipeline extension as good foflhe economy.
The Keystone XL, the proposed Phase 4, would build
a separate pipeline from .Alberta, crossing ·only three
states (Montani;t, South Dakota and Nebraska), and connecting to the existin.g pipeline in..Steel City
While the KeystOne XL would have the. capacity to
dejiver more oil--830,000 barr.els a day vs. 590,000 for
Phase 1--itsU.S. footprint is more than 200 miles short!'r than Phase i:
'
.
Environmentalists camplained .that Phas., 4 would
transport oil acrpss environmentally sensitive areas of
Nebraska; Governor DaveHeineman expressed similar
concerns. So the pipeline builder, TransCanada Corp.,
has proposed to reroute the·pipeline, which satisfied the
governor. and the Nebraska legislature. Even ·the U.S.
State Department has said the risks are minimal
One reason Tran$Canada: located the Phase 4 route
where it did wa·s to transport up to 100,000 barrel~ a day
oflJ:S. crude<>il from tlie Bakk!>n reserves in North Dakota and Monfaµa. That means the Keystone XL wowd
be shipping highcquality U.S. oil to U.S. refineries.
· Mr. Obama has recently turned defensive, claiming
that the pipeline won'.t create many permanent jobs. But
. pipeline jobs are infrastructure jobs, and the president is
promoting more .infrastructure spending to create jobs.
. Phases 1 and 2 directly employed nearly 9,000 workers on U.8. faciliti.;s and pipelin.es. Phase 3 currently
employees about 4,000 workers. Those 'aren't debatable
projections; those are·real Americans. working at highwage jobs. And the pipeline jobs won't cost the, govern. ment a dime. In fact, the ·government will gain reVenue
from them,
·
·
The Keystone XL is also a trade,deficit i·educer. News
reports say that the U.S. trade deficit declfued by 22 percent in the last quarter, primarily due to imp.ortin.g.less
oiL Rejecting the XL means that much of that Canadian
oil will be shipped to China for refining instead. And
seeing_ that oil go elsewhere.when foreign hot spots like
Syria can drive up oil.prices or threaten supplies is not a
good idea.
Unfortunately, environmentalists. don't seem to care
about the Keystone XL's economic merits. They have decided to draw a line in the oil sand at Phase 4. But surely
they know that the U.S, leads the world ill refining. If
Canadian oil is going to be refined, and it is, better to do
·.it under U.S. standards and quality controls. And U.S.
Workers get the benefits.
The fact is that the Keystone XL pipeline is simply an
extension of an already existing prQgram that is working
well, creating jobs and expanding U.S. manufacturing.
It sho\Ild be an easy, and quick, decision for any president concerned about the economy. ·
Merrill Matthews is a resident scholar at the Institute
for Policy__Innovation in Dallas, Texas.

Deadly Derailment Won't Stop Oil on Trains
By Jonathan Fahey
Associcttecl Press

J

I

NEWYORKtrain loaded with crude oil
could soon roll through a
town near you.
A fiery and fatal train derailment in Julx in Quebec, near the
Maine border, highlighted the
danger of moving oil by rail. But
whife the practice could be made
safer, it won't be stopped in its
tracks. This year, more trains. carrying crude will chug across
North A1nerica than ever before
- nearly 2,400 carloads a day. In

A

2009, there were just 31 carloads
a day.
Since the July 6 tragedy in LacMegantic, vvhere a runaway train
carrying 72 car1oads of crude
derailed and killecl 4 7 people,
there have been calls for tougher

regulations, stronger railcaTs and
more pipelines.
But experts say the oil indushy's
growing reliance on trains won't
be derailed anytime soon. There's
juSt no other way to get vast
a1nounts of oil from North

record of railroads is good and improving. The scope of the
Lac-Megantic disaster, \vhich is
still under investigation, appears
to have been tl1e result of
uniquely bad circumstances,
these eA-perts say.
"Rail is going to remain a significant part o!the way 've move
crude around the country for a
long time," said Jason Bordoff,
head of Columbia University's
center on global energy policy. "I
don't thinK this rail accident will
significantly change that."
In the first half of this year, U.S.
railroads moved 356,000 carloads
of oil. That's a 48% increase from
the same pe1iod last year and 66
times more than the sa1ne period
of 2009. The Railway Association
of Canada estimates that as many
as 140,000 carloads of crude oil
will be shipped on Canada's
tracks this year, up from 500 carloads in 2009.
Wbether crude traffic on the
rails \vill continue to gro"•
quickly depends on oil prices
around the globe, but many
North American refineries are
gearing up for more.
VVhile crude transport by rail
has grown quickly, it still is a relatively small part of train traffic
and the crude trade.
Just 1.4% of U.S. rail traffic in
the first half of this year was
crude oil, according to the Association of American Railroads, an
industry group. Pipelines and
tankers ren1ain by far: the n1ost
i1nportant 'vay to move crude.
Railroads and trucks together
supplied just 3% of the crude oil
that arrived at refineries last
year, according to the Energy
Deparhnent.
---··-~---·- ____ _

Dakota and Rocky Mountain
states to refineries along the
coasts, \vhich are eager for
cheaper, homegro\vn alternatives
to imports brought in by boat.
"Stopping crude by rail would
be tantamount to stopping oil
production in a lot of the places it
is now being produced," said
Michael Levi, who heads the
Council on Foreign Relations'
program on energy security and
c1i1nate change.
Even safety experts worried
about the dangers of shipping oil
by rail acknowledge that the safety

And of all the hazardous material trains carry, crude isn't tl1e
most volatile or hazardous.
Trains transport n1aterials such
as chlorine. phosphoric acid and
propane - even rocket fuel for
the space shuttle was moved by
train. Railroads also 111ove three
quarters of the nation's ethanol
- 'vhich is quicker to explode
than crude - fro111 N!id,v.est
farms to fuel terminals around
the country for blending into
gasoline.
Last vear, the National Transportation Safety Board issued a
safety recommendation to the
Department of Transportation that
suggested that all tank cars that
carry· crude and ethanol be outfitted \vith stronger protective equipment. The Lac-N1egantic accident
increases pressure on re~ators to
adopt at least some of tne recomn1eridations, e:-..11erts say.
Rail shipments of crude have
spiked because oil is being produced in North Dakota in volun1es far beyond \Vhat drillers
had predicted five years ago.
Pipelines take vears to build and
can be difficult to acquire land
and permits for, so drillers and
refiners needed railroads to
quickly move the oil.
There also was big money to be
n1ade.
North Dakota crude has been
selling for significantly less than
similar crude that coastal refineries had been i1nporting fro1n the
North Sea and \'iest Africa. Even
\\ith the extra cost of shipping by
rail, the benefit to refiners' bottom lines is sizable.
Railroads such as Union Pacific ·

(Continued 01J ne't page)

and Burlington Northern Santa
Fe also '\Vere eager to transport
more oil by train. It has helped
offset a steep decline in coal
shipments, 'vhich occurred as the
drilling booin led more utilities
to produce electricity \V:itl1 natural gas.
But the torrid growth of crude
shipments by rail isn't likely to
continue.
·
Several ne\v pipelines are
planned, and prosEects for controversial ones, such as the Keystone XL, may be helped bv the
devastation ln Lac-Mega:Iltic.
Pipeline spills generally release
1nore oil than train spills, but
they are less frequent and not as
dangerous to people.
Also, the price difference
between North Dakota crude
and imported crude, which had
been as high as $35 a barrel in
November, has recently fallen to
just $3 a barrel, thanks in part to
rising rail shipments.
Delivery of crude by rail will
have staying power, though,
eA"Perts say.
"Initially, rail was a placeholder,
but [refiners] like the flexibility
and speed to market it offers,"
said Anthony Hatch, a transportation analyst and consultant.
Shipping crude by rail is
roughly $5 to $10 per barrel
n1ore eA-pensive than shipping it
by pipeline. Bnt pipelines
require refiners to enter into
long-term contracts for delivery.
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